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Gender bias, as well as other forms of discrimination,

have been deemed unacceptable by today's standards. Research

indicates that while it is not obtrusive, gender bias in the

media is pervasive and potent. Textbooks are a communication

medium which not only convey the requisite knowledge of a

particular subject, but also, subliminally, norms and

expectations of behavior for individuals in society. These

subliminal messages, sometimes termed the hidden curriculum,

may serve as inhibitors of an individual's aspirations and

goals. The purposes of this study, therefore, were to

analyze current kinesiology literature to determine if gender

bias was present and if so, was the gender of the author

associated with the presence of bias. A third purpose was to

compare the results of this study with previous related

research.

The textbooks used in the athletic administration and

coaching classes at institutions of higher education in Texas

composed the population for this study. A total of 7

administration textbooks and a random sample of 20 coaching

textbooks were analyzed using a content analysis instrument.



The instrument was designed to detect gender bias on the

following nine variables: the gender of the author(s),, the

gender of the author(s) acknowledgements, the gender of the

bibliographical references, the gender neutrality of the

pronouns, the prevalence of the use of generic "man", the

degree to which stereotyped sentences were present, the

gender of the administrator or coach pictures, and the gender

of the pictures of people other than an administrator or

coach. Chi-square analyses were performed on the tallied

frequencies for each variable. Bias was detected in five of

the nine variables in athletic administration textbooks and

in seven of the nine variables in coaching textbooks. These

results led the researcher to conclude that bias was present

in the kinesiological literature, that the gender of the

author was associated with the presence of the bias and that

the bias was comparable to bias detected in previous

research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The passage of Title IX in 1972 opened up numerous

opportunities for women in many sectors of the athletic

profession. While an increase in the numbers of

female participants has been realized, an unpredicted

consequence has been the decline in the number of women in

both administrative and coaching positions (Lovett & Lowry,

1988a; Acosta & Carpenter, 1990; Holmen & Parkhouse, 1981).

Various reasons for the decline have been suggested;

however, little research to date has addressed the

sociological aspects of the problem.

Males and females, from birth, are socialized into

gender roles or patterns of socially accepted behaviors.

Society has various institutions such as religion, the

family, the media, and the educational system, all of which

aid the socialization of individuals into their respective

gender roles. Research has indicated that by the age of 6,

children have learned what are accepted behaviors and

activities for girls and what are appropriate behaviors and

activities for boys (Kohlberg, 1987).
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Sports have long been perceived as a masculine domain,

one which has traditionally been a "chilly" climate for

females (Boutilier & SanGiovanni, 1983). Females have

learned that sport is a " . . . powerful cultural arena for

the perpetuation of the ideology of male superiority and

dominance" (Messner, 1988, p. 199); therefore,

participation in sport has not been a socially accepted

behavior for women.

Socialization of women away from sport has been both

overt and covert. Federal legislation, such as Title IX,

has addressed the overt aspect; however, the covert aspect

is more subtle and elusive. The identification and

eradication of gender bias in electronic print,

specifically in textbooks, is one step toward addressing

the covert side of the issue.

Statement of The Problem

The problem of the study concerned gender bias in

textbooks used in selected kinesiology courses in Texas

colleges and universities.

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study were:

a) to analyze current kinesiology literature to

determine if gender bias is present;
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b) to determine if the gender of the author has any

relationship to the degree or presence of gender bias;

c) to compare the degree or presence of gender bias in

textbooks currently used in kinesiology to the presence of

gender bias as detected in previous studies.

Significance of the Study

Higher education has witnessed many innovations in the

practice of teaching; however, the textbook remains as a

primary source of information for students. Textbooks,

either overtly or covertly, shape attitudes about self,

career options, and society's gender role expectations

(Britton, Lumpkin, & Britton, 1984). While heightened

awareness of the need for nonsexist material produced

numerous studies concerned with sexism or gender bias in

children's textbooks, comparable research on textbooks used

in higher education has been negligible.

In a more narrow focus, research on sexism or gender

bias in the past has been almost nonexistent. Gender bias

may be more pervasive in kinesiological literature due to

its close relationship to the athletic profession which is

noted for its reluctance to accept women's participation

(Boutilier & SanGiovanni, 1983). If textbooks, as stated

by Scott, Foresman Publishing Company (1972),, are

authoritative vehicles for prescribing the knowledge and

roles which students are expected to assimilate, the
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presence of gender bias in kinesiological textbooks could

serve as an inhibiting influence for students seeking

athletic-related careers such as athletic administration or

coaching.

This study may be of benefit both independently and

conjunctively to higher education and to the kinesiological

discipline. It may provide a benchmark for evaluating the

progress made in incorporating nonsexist or gender neutral

writing guidelines for textbooks used in higher education,

specifically those used in selected areas of kinesiology.

The study may also be considered significant in that it

provides preliminary data for identifying possible

developmental antecedents of the decline of women in

athletic-related careers.

Research Questions

Increased awareness of gender bias in various forms of

the media is evidenced by the flurry of recent research on

the topic. The implementation of nonsexist writing

guidelines by publishing companies reflect a transition

toward gender neutral language and a sensitivity toward the

presence of gender bias or sexism in electronic print

media. The presence of gender bias in elementary school

kinesiology textbooks (Hildreth, 1979) and the presence of

gender bias in textbooks of higher education (Connor-

Greene, 1988) suggest the following research questions:
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1) Is gender bias present in kinesiology textbooks in

higher education?

2) Is the gender of the author associated with the

presence of gender bias in the textbooks?

3) Has there been a change in the amount of gender

bias present in kinesiology textbooks since the 1979

Hildreth study?

Delimitations

The study was subjected to the following

delimitations:

1. Only senior colleges and universities in Texas with

kinesiology departments were included in the study.

2. Only textbooks from athletic administration and

coaching theory courses were included in the sample.

3. The textbooks analyzed were from courses which were

deemed coeducational as indicated by their title. Courses

which appeared to be directed toward one gender were not

considered (i.e. Football Coaching, Techniques of Coaching

Women's Basketball, Volleyball, Tennis).

4. In courses which were a combination of both

pertinent and nonpertinent material, only the textbook or

textbook material covering the pertinent area was analyzed

(i.e. Coaching and Officiating of Volleyball).

5. With regard to Category I, only courses identified

as "athletic administration" courses were included in the
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study. Courses which are typically identified as

Organization and Administration of Physical Education were

not included.

6. With regard to Category II, only courses identified

as "coaching" or "coaching theory" courses were included.

Courses such as the Psychology of Coaching were not be

included.

7. Only textbooks published after 1980 were considered

for analysis. Starting in 1972, publishing companies began

issuing nonsexist guidelines; therefore, textbooks

published after 1980 should reflect an improvement in

gender neutral language and a reduction of gender bias.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made in this study:

1. Content analysis is an appropriate research

technique for the purposes of this study.

2. The Hildreth instrument, as editorially modified,

is valid.

3. The categories devised and selected are valid

indices of gender bias.

4. There is more variability with regard to the degree

of gender bias between textbooks than within textbooks.

5. Gender bias in the printed media is a manifest

reflection of sexism in society.
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Definition of Terms

Kinesiology is commonly defined as the study of human

motion and is a term applied to the specialized science of

studying movement with regard to the physics and mechanics

of the human body. The term "kinesiology" in this study,

however, will refer to a more general study of human motion

and in essence is synonymous with the term "physical

education". The use of "kinesiology" rather than "physical

education" in this study reflects a statewide trend in

physical education/kinesiology departments which have had

to respond to mandates from the Texas Education Agency,

Senate Bill 994 - 1987, to adjust certain terminology

(Spirduso, n.d.).

Gender bias, also referred to as sexism, is the

domination of one sex by the other or the partiality of one

sex over the other (Guralnik, 1987). For the purposes of

this study, it will infer behaviors that result from the

underlying belief in gender role stereotypes and in many

cases is based upon the assumption that one gender is

superior to the other (Carelli, 1988). According to

Scott, Foresman Guidelines (1974), "textbooks are sexist if

they omit the actions and achievements of women, if they

demean women by using patronizing language, or if they show

women only in stereotyped roles with less than the full

range of human interests, traits and capabilities" (p. 1).
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Gender roles refers to the set of psychological traits

and social expectations considered appropriate for how

females and males behave (Boutilier & SanGiovanni, 1983),.

Although "sex roles" refers to the biological aspects of

the differences between males and females, many researchers

have used the term interchangeably with "gender roles".

For this study, "gender roles" is used rather than "sex

roles" except when it was necessary to use the latter to

maintain accuracy in reporting a specific study.
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CHAPTER 2

SYNTHESIS OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

The passage of Title IX of the Education Amendments of

1972 has had a discernable impact on the athletic community

and women's athletics in particular. The law, and its

subsequent interpretations, provides that no person, on the

basis of gender, will be excluded from participation or

subjected to discrimination in any educational program or

activity receiving federal financial assistance (National

Coalition for Women and Girls in Education, 1988).

Theoretically, an increase in opportunities for female

athletes should translate into an increase in opportunities

for females in leadership positions (Holmen & Parkhouse,

1981). While a growth in the active participation of women

in sports has been realized, an unpredicted negative effect

has been the decrease of women in athletic administration

and coaching positions.

The Decline of Female Athletic Leadership

On the national level, Acosta and Carpenter (1989)

reported that when Title IX was enacted in 1972, 90 to 100

percent of the coaches of women's teams were female;

11
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however, by 1977 a noticeable decline had already taken

place as the percentage dropped to 58.2 percent. The

descent has continued; the 1990 figures indicate that the

number of female coaches of women's teams is at an all time

low (47.3 percent) (Acosta & Carpenter, 1990). The decline

of females who administer women's athletic programs mirrors

the figures cited above. While 1972 data indicate that

approximately 90 percent of women's athletic programs were

headed by a female, 1990 figures reveal that only 15.9

percent of women's intercollegiate programs are under the

supervision of a female head athletic director (Acosta &

Carpenter, 1990). Related literature suggests that

evidence of this problem has also surfaced in the

interscholastic ranks as various states are independently

reporting declines in the number of women in secondary

school athletic leadership positions (Hart, Hasbrook,

Matches, 1986; Lovett & Lowry, 1988a).

Lovett and Lowry (1988b) provided a more narrowed

focus in their investigation of the association between

gender and leadership in female sport programs in Texas

colleges. Their study sought to determine whether or not a

significant difference existed between the gender of

coaches and athletic directors over the last 10 years in

Texas and to predict the gender status of leaders in female

sport programs for the academic year of 1991-92 through

trend analysis. The results of the research showed that
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the majority of the coaches and leaders of female athletic

programs in Texas were male, and furthermore, that the

trend is toward a greater male representation in these

positions with the exception of the sport of swimming.

There have been a number of speculative reasons as to

why there has been such a noticeable decline in the number

of women in athletic leadership. Acosta and Carpenter

(1989) suggested the following: (a) the perpetuation of the

"old boys club" network, (b) a lack of qualified female

coaches and administrators, (c) the ineffectiveness of the

"old girls club" network, and (d) unconscious

discriminatory practices used in the selection process.

Hart, Hasbrook, and Mathes (1986) approached the

problem from a sociological theoretical framework. While

they concurred with Acosta and Carpenter that one factor

impeding women's progress in athletic careers was

discriminatory practices by employers, they also suggested

that the decline could be attributed to role conflict and

incomplete occupational socialization. The latter is

derived from a model which suggests that certain

individuals do not acquire the necessary knowledge, skills,

or values to be socialized into their occupations

satisfactorily and therefore eventually drop out of the

occupation (Hart, Hasbrook, & Mathes, 1986).

Steel, Chelladurai, and Brown (1987), in their study

of gender differences in managerial aspirations among
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physical education and non-physical education students,

discussed various structural and interpersonal barriers

that women encounter as they attempt to enter organizations

and advance in their careers. The differential channeling

of women and men into gender stereotyped careers (Bartol,

1978; Ferber, 1982) and the gender stereotyped attitudes of

employers regarding women's managerial potential (Rosen &

Jerdee, 1974) are two barriers cited.

From a psychological perspective, Bartol (1978) has

suggested that men and women may be differentially suited

to managerial careers. This issue is addressed from two

different perspectives --- qualifications and aspirations.

The first perspective is whether women possess the

qualities necessary to be successful managers. According

to Shakeshaft, "not only have women been socialized in ways

that have not made them administratively inclined, but

those who hire have been socialized to believe that those

qualities frequently associated with females are

antithetical to those qualities needed to manage and,

conversely, that qualities needed to manage are ones not

possessed by women" (p. 127). University administrators

may automatically conclude that women are less capable of

administering athletic programs because they lack the

requisite qualities of aggressiveness, toughness, and

competitiveness, all of which are stereotypical masculine

qualities (Williams & Miller, 1983b). This argument is

-, -, , -A.RNP4, ,.- ;- -- 21 ,5, ---- ,,
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refuted by William's and Miller's (1983b) research which

found that female athletic directors in National Collegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I, II, and III

programs do not differ significantly from their male

counterparts in gender role orientation but rather that the

majority of all female athletic directors were classified

as masculine or androgynous.

The second perspective is whether women possess the

aspirations and potential to strive for managerial

positions. Deaux and Ullman's (1983) book, Women of Steel,

found almost no evidence of gender differences, but rather

that women and men were quite similar in their self-

evaluations, aspirations, and likes/dislikes of the work

situation. Steel, Chelladurai, and Brown's (1987) study

likewise established that the scarcity of women physical

education graduates in managerial positions could not be

attributed to a lack of aspiration or a lack of managerial

potential. Shakeshaft (1985) suggests that what may be

perceived by some as a lack of aspiration might more

accurately be seen as an expected response to a lack of

opportunity.

Socialization Factors and Gender Roles

If, as McGregor (1960) has suggested, aspirations,

talent, and potential are equally distributed among the

masses, then examining socialization factors at the
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preentry stage of the career may provide a partial

explanation for the underrepresentation of women in

leadership roles. Tysse (1982) noted that, for males and

females, lifestyle and career development choices primarily

involve socialization and that this socialization may erect

barriers against the realization of individual potential.

As Shakeshaft (1985) posited, "whether individual or

organizational, socialization and sex role stereotyping

have been potent obstacles to increasing women's

participation in the management of schools" (p. 127).

The basis for much of the discourse concerning women

and their socialization centers around the discussion of

gender or sex roles. It is appropriate at this point to

differentiate the terms "gender role" and "sex role"

although many authors use the terms interchangeably.

Gender role refers to the set of psychological traits and

social expectations considered appropriate for how females

and males behave (Boutilier & SanGiovanni, 1983). It

should be further noted that gender roles deal with the

psychological traits of masculinity and femininity which

are not bound by the biological classification of the

subject (Andersen & Williams, 1987) but rather are the

behaviors which culture labels as masculine or feminine

(Jackson & Marsh, 1986). Gender, therefore, ". . . should

properly be used to refer to all the non-biological aspects

of differences between males and females --- clothes,

10-- IN - -L4 ,-AJWW4dW OWN- 1, ,
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interests, attitudes, behaviors, and aptitudes, for example

--- which separate 'masculine' from 'feminine' lifestyles"

(Delamont, 1980, p. 5).

There is an abundance of literature examining the

phenomena of gender roles and gender role stereotyping.

Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson, and Rosenkrantz

(1972) concluded that gender role definitions are

implicitly and uncritically accepted to the extent that

they are incorporated into the self-concepts of both men

and women. The authors also provided a substantial

delineation of those gender role definitions:

The ideal woman is perceived as significantly less

aggressive, less independent, less dominant, less

active, more emotional, having greater difficulty in

making decisions, etc., than the ideal man; the ideal

man is perceived as significantly less religious, less

neat, less gentle, less aware of the feelings of

others, less expressive, etc., than the ideal woman.

Both greater competence in men than in women, and

greater warmth and expressiveness in women than in

men, then are apparently desirable in our contemporary

society (p. 69).

In their frequently cited book, The Psychology of Sex

Differences, Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) reviewed 1,400

published studies on gender differences and concluded that

very few gender differences could be substantiated. They
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identified four differences, three of which were in the

area of cognitive and intellectual skills and the fourth

was in the area of social behavior. Their review indicated

that males evidenced superiority in mathematical and

visual-spatial abilities while female were superior in

verbal abilities. In the area of social behavior, it was

suggested that males were more aggressive than females.

Rather than describing characteristics of gender

roles, Rosenkrantz, Vogel, Bee, Broverman, and Broverman

(1968) made several general assertions based on the results

of their study concerning gender role stereotyping and the

self-concepts of college students. They indicated that

(a) despite historical and sociological changes that have

taken place, gender role stereotypes continue to be clearly

defined and held in agreement by both college men and

college women, and (b) that despite changes that have

evolved in the equality of the sexes, both males and

females agree that more characteristics and behaviors which

are perceived to be masculine are socially desirable than

those stereotypically associated with femininity.

There is no doubt that gender role stereotypes are a

pervasive phenomenon in society (Broverman et al., 1972;

Cummings & Taebel, 1980). As Deaux (1984) succinctly

stated, "there is ample evidence that they [gender

stereotypes] exist and that they relate to a variety of

judgements and evaluations of males and females" (p. 113).
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The discussion, therefore, turns to considerations of how

gender roles and gender stereotyping impacts on the

socialization of individuals.

There are a number of potent means for socializing

males and females into their respective gender roles. The

earliest agency for the socialization is the family. Many

researchers agree, in fact, that gender role socialization

begins at the time of an infant's birth (Stern & Karraker,

1989; Honig, 1983). Two other potent means are the

educational system and the media, both independently and in

conjunction with each other. As the child develops, the

educational system generally works concurrently with the

family to continue the socialization process which includes

the further evolution of gender roles. However, as

Delamont (1980) suggested, school may not only perpetuate

society's ideas about gender roles, but may often reinforce

them in a more restrictive sense. Karen De Crow (1972)

commented, "in case the image of women has not been totally

instilled in a little girl before she is five years old, by

television and by her parents and friends, school finishes

the job" (p. 44).

Educational Institutions

and Gender Role Socialization

Much about schools communicates gender stereotypes to

students in many ways: the behaviors and actions of
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teachers, physical education and athletic activities,

counseling services, the status of teachers and educators

as role models, and textbook and curriculum materials

(Nickerson, 1975). Educators have termed these items as

parts of "the hidden curriculum", that is, a curriculum

which teaches beliefs about society and the role of

individuals or groups in it (Frazier & Sadker, 1973;

Sutherland, 1981). Sutherland (1981) proposed that the

hidden curriculum has many aspects, one of which has to do

with learning about gender roles in society and in

occupations. She goes on to identify textbooks, teaching

materials, and illustrations as some of the major ways in

which this learning is influenced. The impact of the

hidden curriculum on the development of a student cannot be

minimized. Marland (1983) indicated that "much of a

school's influence of pupils in creating or strengthening

sex stereotypes belongs to the deep layers of the hidden

curriculum" (p. 3).

The behaviors that result from the underlying belief

in gender role stereotypes is referred to as "gender bias"

and in many cases is based upon the assumption that one

gender is superior to the other (Carelli, 1988). Bias,

whether overt or covert, is often an unconscious action

reflecting one's own socialization. Gender bias displayed

by educators may have a powerful effect on students' self-

images, expectations, attitudes and may result in severe

0-1---------Nm
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limitations of choices and behaviors (Carrelli, 1988). As

noted by Frazier and Sadker (1973), "it is the total and

constant immersion in the hidden curriculum --- the

repetitious and continual incidental contacts students have

with one another, with the teacher, with the rituals and

rules of the school, with subtle meanings in textbooks ---

that have an intensely pervasive and critical impact" (p.

81).

Hulme (1988) enumerated the following forms of bias in

instructional materials:

Invisibility. The omission or underrepresentation of

certain groups implies that those groups have less value,

importance, and significance in society.

Stereotyping. The abilities and potential of

individuals are limited by traditional and rigid roles.

Imbalance/Selectivity. Textbooks may be one

dimensional in their presentation of an issue thereby

perpetuating a bias. Textbooks may distort reality through

the selective presentation of materials.

Unreality. Both historical and contemporary

perspectives may be presented in unrealistic manners in

which controversial topics are glossed over or avoided.

Fragmentation/Isolation. Textbooks frequently

separate issues dealing with women and minorities from the

main body of the text thereby implying that they are less

important and are not part of the cultural mainstream.
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Linguistic Bias. There are a number of ways in which

the language imparts discriminatory connotations to the

content of curricula materials. Although non-sexist

guidelines may be followed, an imbalance of word order and

inadequacy of equivalent terms referring to females and

males are also forms of linguistic bias.

Gender Bias in Textbooks

As early as 1946, gender bias was noted in the print

media. Content analysis of school texts found that stories

about males outnumbered those about females at a ratio of

approximately five to two (Child, Potter, & Levine, 1946).

Zimet (1970) reported that the manner in which the males

and females were projected were noticeably different.

Males were portrayed as ingenious, creative, persevering,

strong, brave, and competitive while females were portrayed

as passive, docile, and dependent. Females were also found

to be confined to the home or immediate neighborhood while

males were multidimensional and more worldly.

In several studies by Lobban (1974; 1975) on British

reading schemes, it was determined that feminine behaviors

were identified as domestic, passive, expressive and

centered indoors while males were portrayed as dominant and

having a greater range of activities. Lobban (1975)

states, "in short, the content . . . has been shown to be

sexist, to present an uncritical picture of a world divided

'#Alm
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sharply and immutably according to sex, where males are

superior in all but the domestic sphere, and where males

predominate" (p. 202).

In response to recriminations by national educational

associations, parents, educators, etc., textbook publishers

developed guidelines to eliminate biases (gender as well as

other forms such as racism) from textbooks. Starting with

Scott, Foresman in 1972, followed by Ginn and Company in

1973, McGraw-Hill in 1974, and Houghton Mifflin, Holt

Rinehart and Winston, and Macmillian in 1975, publishing

companies began issuing guidelines designed to alleviate

the problem (Britton & Lumpkin, n.d.).

Textbooks published after the establishment of the

guidelines should, therefore, reflect an improvement in the

representation of females. Britton and Lumpkin (n.d.) did

a comparative study of bias in textbooks published during

the period of 1958 to 1970 versus those published between

1974 and 1976 (immediately following the inauguration of

guidelines). The evaluation of 3,504 stories or chapters

concluded that any improvement was negligible. They found

that 61 percent of the stories featured males as the major

characters while female major characters were still under-

represented at 16 percent. In a follow-up study published

in 1984, Britton, Lumpkin, and Britton found that the

proportion of major character roles for females of all
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races had risen to 20 percent while the ratio of male to

female character roles had decreased from 4:1 to 1.75:1.

Several additional studies have particular relevance

to this proposed research. One of which is by Connor-

Greene (1988) and is entitled "Gender Issues in Psychology

Textbooks". This research represents one of the few

studies conducted on textbooks of higher education. Her

content analysis of seventeen introductory psychology

textbooks indicated that "much remains to be done in

providing a more balanced view of gender, both in the

topics included, and in the number and recency of research

findings related to this area" (p. 5). More recently,

Moore (1991) conducted a survey of recent research and

noted that gender bias is also present in textbooks of

literature and foreign languages in higher education.

The literature, then, strongly concurs that girls and

women are under-represented as characters (Rintala &

Birrell, 1984; Graebner, 1972; Kingston & Lovelace, 1977).

Likewise, females continue to be portrayed as passive,

subservient individuals centered indoors while males are

portrayed as active, dominating leaders with a worldly

orientation (Duquin, 1977; Koble & LaVoie, 1981). Since

the presence of gender bias is well documented in

textbooks, as noted above, the focus of this review will

narrow to consider gender bias in kinesiological textbooks.
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The study of gender bias in kinesiological textbooks

can be considered a microcosm of several other issues. It

is a microcosm of both the broader issue of gender bias in

textbooks and the issue of the media's bias against women's

participation in sports and athletics. Gender bias may be

more pervasive and intense in kinesiological literature due

to its close relationship to the athletic profession which

is known for its reluctance to accept women's participation

(Boutilier & SanGiovanni, 1983). Research by Hildreth

(1979) entitled Sexism in Elementary Physical Education

Literature: A Content Analysis is of particular relevance

to this proposed research in that it is one of the few

studies which directly addresses gender bias or sexism in

kinesiological (physical education) literature. Her

research, a content analysis of twenty-three elementary

kinesiological textbooks, concluded that the literature

contained many sexist elements within its content, both in

terms of the written content and pictorial representations.

Gender Bias in the Sports Media

A number of studies have been done evaluating both the

quantity and the quality of the treatment of women in

sports by the various forms of the media --- newspapers,

magazines, and television (Hilliard, 1984; Rintala &

Birrell, 1984; Duncan & Hasbrook, 1988; Duncan, 1990).
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Boutilier and SanGiovanni (1983) reported a study done

involving Sports Illustrated, one of the country's more

prominent sports magazine with a weekly circulation of

several million readers. In recognition of its 25th year

of publication, Sports Illustrated produced a special issue

which replicated each of its 1,250 monthly covers from

August, 1954 through 1978. A content analysis revealed

that women appeared on the cover only 115 times during that

time span and of those 115 appearances, only 55 were female

athletes.

Boutilier and SanGiovanni (1983) performed a content

analysis of the collection of photographs also published in

that issue of Sports Illustrated. The collection was

designed to serve as a photo essay chronicling the previous

25 years of sports history. They found that (a) of the 119

photographs of athletes, only 10 percent were of female

athletes; (b) men were depicted in 15 different sports

while women were only depicted in 8 different sports,

almost twice the range of activity; (c) of the 8 sports

depicted for women, all but two (cycling and horse racing)

are considered to be socially acceptable and all 8 were

individual sports versus team sports; and (d) fifty-eight

percent of the photographs showed the sportswomen in

passive, nonathletic poses as contrasted to 44 percent of

the male athletes being depicted in that manner.
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In a content analysis conducted into the nature of

some of the media's portrayal of female athletes, Hilliard

(1984) did an interpretive analysis of media images of male

and female professional athletes as depicted in magazine

articles. He found that while the media presented both

male and female professional tennis players as having

character flaws, the delineation of those flaws varied

drastically and reinforced traditional concepts of

femininity and masculinity. The male players were found to

be flawed because they were too determined, too aggressive,

too independent, etc., whereas, the female athlete was

flawed because she was too emotional, too dependent,

emotionally unfulfilled by personal accomplishments needing

instead meaningful effective relationships.

In a study on the content of Young Athlete magazine (a

sport magazine targeted for readers between the ages of 12

and 22), Rintala and Birrell (1984) determined that the

ratio of photographs of male and female athletes was 2 to 1

and that of the photographs deemed most prominent, 71 to 84

percent were monopolized by males. They suggested that "an

adolescent reader would likely conclude that although the

world of sport includes girls and women, it is mostly a

place for boys and men" (p. 245). Rintala's and Birrell's

evaluation of the nature of the coverage echoed some of the

findings by Boutilier and SanGiovanni as noted previously.

It was determined that females were substantially under-
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represented in all team sports. Males were depicted in

high-risk activities which suggested strength and

domination of an opponent in contrast to the depiction of

females in aesthetic activities. The inference is that

there are different appropriate athletic activities for

males and females, further reinforcing existing gender

stereotypes. Of particular relevance to this study was

Rintala's and Birrell's analysis of photographs which

featured males and females in coach/leader careers.

Eighty-three percent of photographs were of males

contrasted to only 17 percent depicting females.

Newspapers are another influential aspect of the

media. For the purposes of this review, content analyses

of the sports sections of newspapers are reviewed.

Bryant's (1980) study revealed that less than 5 percent of

all sports articles dealt with women. Miller's (1975)

evaluation of two major newspapers found that the coverage

of women's sports was negligible. The percentage of sports

photographs featuring females in the Washington Post and

the Los Angeles Times were 6 percent and 10 percent

respectively. The nature of photographs used in the sports

section of newspapers also demonstrate gender bias. Wanta

and Leggett (1988) reported that in a study of photos used

in eight newspapers, women, more often than men, were shown

as "being overpowered, out of control, struggling or in a

pose implying defeat or helplessness" (p.19).
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The analysis of television coverage of women's sports

also reflect the elements of bias found in magazines and

newspapers both in the amount of coverage and the nature of

the coverage. Duncan and Hasbrook (1988) generally found

the following incongruities in the coverage of various

major sporting events:

The quality and quantity of time devoted to

men's and women's events;

The quality of narrative depictions of men's and

women's events and/or athletes; and

The focus of the camera shot (emphasis on the

female body in contrast to emphasis on the

male's athletic action).

Duncan (1990) conducted an in-depth analysis of the

photographs used in magazines that featured sports stories

about the 1984 Summer Olympic Games and the 1988 Winter and

Summer Olympic Games. Her study was based upon the

identification of two categories of photographic features.

The first category dealt with the content within the

photograph such as the subjects' physical appearance, pose,

facial expression, emotional display, and the camera angle

of the photograph. The second category dealt with the

context in which the photograph was placed. The context

included the visual space surrounding the photograph, its

caption, and the text which surrounded the article. All of

the above items could be considered to potentially be
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covert areas of gender bias, in that they could

subliminally infer a gender inequality. Duncan observed

that generally, (a) alluring female athletes which

exhibited stereotypical feminine attributes such as long

hair, stylish clothing, make-up were selected more often as

the subjects for sports photographs; (b) female athletes

were photographed in poses and exhibiting facial

expressions which are similar to expressions and poses used

in soft-core pornography; (c) female athletes were depicted

in positions which inferred submissiveness and weakness by

the female and dominance by the male; (d) female athletes

were captured in moments of emotional display (such as

crying) more often than males; (e) female athletes were

more often photographed in below-eye-level angles which

inferred smallness and inferiority as opposed to male

athletes who were photographed from above-camera-level

angles which inferred height and superiority.

Duncan's work was of interest to this study in two

ways. First, it provided a current in-depth content

analysis solely in the area of sports photography thereby

establishing the continued existence of gender bias in the

sports media. Secondly, it provided a framework for doing

further content analysis of photographs in which there is

an interest in discerning if gender bias or gender

inequality is present.
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Content Analysis As A Research Technique

A common ingredient found in many of the studies cited

in this review of literature has been the use of content

analysis as an investigative tool. According to Stemple

(1981a), "content analysis is a formal system for doing

something that we all do informally rather frequently,

drawing conclusions from observations of content" (p. 119).

Weber (1985) identified content analysis as a research

methodology that employs a set of procedures to make valid

inferences from text about the sender(s) of the message,

the message itself, or the audience of the message.

Berelson (1971) provided the classic definition of content

analysis by stating that "content analysis is a research

technique for objective, systematic, and quantitative

description of the manifest content of communication" (p.

18).

Among many of its purposes, it can be used to reflect

cultural patterns of groups, institutions, or societies and

to reveal the focus of individual, group, institutional, or

societal attention (Weber, 1985). Additionally, content

analysis can be used to correct the "optical illusions" of

specialists (Leites and Pool, 1942). According to Carney

(1972), the general purpose of utilizing content analysis

is to improve the quality of inferences made about

communication content.
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Berelson (1971) provided the following characteristics

of content analysis which may serve as a guideline in

establishing the procedure. He stated that content

analysis applies only to social science generalization;

that it applies principally to the determination of the

effects of communication; that it applies only to the

syntactic and semantic dimensions of language; and that it

must be objective, systematic, and quantitative.

There are several technical problems associated with

content analysis that, as with any social science research,

must receive some consideration. Validity and reliability,

two of these technical problems, are general concerns of

all research and must likewise be addressed in content

analysis.

There are several different measures of validity, one

of which is termed "face validity". Face validity is

defined by Weber (1985) as '. . . based on the

correspondence between the investigator's definition of a

concept and her or his definition of the category that

measures it" (p. 19). Therefore, a category or instrument

has face validity to the extent that it appears to measure

the construct it is intended to measure (Weber, 1985). One

means of ascertaining face validity is through agreement or

acceptance of a number of expert judges (Weber, 1985).

Although the concept of validity can be applied in

considerable depth to any research, Berelson (1971)
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indicates that "in most cases validity does not seem to be

a major problem in content analysis" (p. 171).

As Stemple (1981a) indicated, content analysis by

definition is systematic and objective, therefore the

researcher must be concerned with reliability. Reliability

is interpreted as consistency of classification. According

to Berelson (1971), "the analysis of communication content

rests upon two kinds of consistency: 1) consistency among

analysts --- that is, different coders should produce the

same results when they apply the same set of categories to

the same content; and 2) consistency through time --- that

is, a single coder or a group of coders should produce the

same results when they apply the same set of categories to

the same content but at different times" (p. 172).

Krippendorf (1980) termed these two reliability concepts as

reproducibility and stability respectively.

Reproducibility, more commonly referred to as observer or

coder agreement, is a major factor in observational

research. The weighting of its importance is illustrated

by the fact that the terms reliability and coder agreement

are often used synonymously by researchers and reviewers

(Silverman, 1986). Stability, on the other hand, was

defined by Weber (1985) as "the extent to which the results

of content classification are invariate over time" (p. 17).

Intercoder reliability is a primary concern when more

than one coder is employed. Stemple (1981a) suggested that

loop Rio, NO
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disagreement between coders is usually the result of: (a)

inadequate definition of categories, (b) the failure of

coders to achieve a common frame of reference, and (c)

oversights. Weber (1985) concurs in stating that

"conflicting codings usually result from cognitive

differences among the coders, ambiguous coding instruction,

or from random recording errors" (p. 17). Reliability can,

therefore, be enhanced through precise definition of

categories and adequate training of coders in order to

achieve a common frame of reference and a high standard of

performance.

Summary of the Related Literature

Gender bias, as well as other forms of discrimination,

are considered unacceptable by today's standards. While

its eradication has been addressed overtly in the form of

federal and state legislation, covert forms such as sexist

language, are more elusive. Research indicates that while

it is not obtrusive, gender bias in the media is pervasive

and potent. Textbooks are a communication medium which not

only convey the requisite knowledge of a particular

subject, but also, subliminally, norms and expectations of

behavior for individuals in society. These subliminal

messages, sometimes termed the hidden curriculum, may serve

as inhibitors of an individual's aspirations and goals.

The trend toward gender neutral language by most publishing
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companies has produced a notable improvement in the balance

of gender; however, only through detailed content analysis

can a quantitative evaluation of this purported improvement

be verified.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction

Questionnaires were sent to 45 institutions of higher

education in Texas that had been identified through their

respective institutional catalogs as offering courses

pertaining to athletic administration and/or athletic

coaching. The questionnaire requested verification of the

course listing(s) and bibliographical data on the

textbook(s) used in the course(s). Content analysis was

the method used to collect data in this descriptive study.

It is a method of asking a fixed set of questions of a

predetermined body of written communication in such a way

as to provide countable results (Carney, 1972). This tool

was an appropriate technique for the purposes of this study

in order to arrive at a quantitative description of

textbook content. The content analysis instrument was

developed by Hildreth (1979) and modified for the

educational level of the study. The instrument considered

the gender of the author(s), the gender of the author(s)'

acknowledgements, the gender of the bibliographical

references, the gender neutrality of the pronouns, the
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prevalence of the use of generic "man", the degree to which

stereotyped sentences were present, the gender of the

administrator or coach descriptions, the gender of the

administrator or coach pictures and the gender of "other

people's" pictures. This chapter will provide specific

information on the data collection instrument and data

collection procedures, the selection of the sample, and the

procedures for the analysis of the data.

The Data Collection Instrument

The data collection instrument was developed by

Hildreth and published in the 1979 dissertation entitled,

Sexism In Elementary Physical Education Literature: A

Content Analysis. Stemple (1981a) noted that category

systems already developed by other researchers may prove to

be appropriate for the research being considered. There

are several advantages to using a category system that has

been used in other studies: (a) the acceptance that it is

a workable system; (b) foreknowledge on kinds of results

generated, and (c) validity and reliability are lesser

concerns. The Hildreth instrument was appropriate as

designed but necessitated editorial changes, as noted

below, to adapt it to kinesiology textbooks of higher

education. The modified instrument, detailed procedures

for the coder, examples of the tally sheets, and a summary

of the editorial modifications may be found in Appendix A.
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Validity of the Instrument

The validity of the instrument was addressed in two

ways. First, the validity of the Hildreth instrument was

confirmed and secondly, the validity of the instrument

after its editorial and format changes was established.

In addressing the original validity question, it was

helpful to identify commonly used procedures for

establishing the validity of a content analysis instrument.

A data collection instrument in content analysis is a

category system developed to directly address the

objectives of the specific research. As Hall (1969)

indicated, the category system is a tool that must be

molded to the respective material. The originality of most

content analysis leads many researchers to develop and

define their own category system (Holsti, 1969a). An

evolutionary process of revising and refining the

categories is not uncommon. Holsti (1969b) stated that,

"in the absence of standard schemes of classification the

analyst is usually faced with the task of constructing

appropriate categories by trial and error method" (p. 104).

Hildreth employed such a method to develop the instrument

and establish its validity under the supervision of the

educational researchers at the University of North Carolina

at Greensboro.
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As noted previously, editorial modifications were

necessary to adapt the Hildreth instrument to this

research. To ensure that the validity of the instrument

was not compromised, a panel of experts in the area of

content analysis was identified and each provided a copy of

the modified instrument for their review. The panel of

experts was as follows:

1. Celeste Ulrich, University of Oregon.

Dr. Ulrich, a nationally noted academician in

kinesiology, was the dissertation advisor for the

Hildreth study at the University of North

Carolina at Greensboro and therefore familiar

with the instrument and procedures.

2. Margaret C. Duncan, University of Wisconsin -

Milwaukee. Dr. Duncan has researched and

published extensively in the area of gender bias

in the sports media, particularly with regard to

gender bias in pictorial depictions.

3. Jane E. Boyd, Education Task Force Chair, Texas

National Organization for Women. Ms. Boyd chairs

the committee which, for a number of years, has

been responsible for performing content analysis

on the public school textbooks being considered

for adoption in Texas. She and her committee

analyze textbooks for the presence of sexism,

racism, and bias against the handicapped and
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present their findings at the Texas state

textbook adoption hearings.

4. Gwyneth Britton, Oregon State University. Dr.

Britton has published extensively in the area of

content analysis of textbooks with emphasis on

the detection of sexism and racism in textbooks.

She and her associates have a consulting firm

which has produced a widely used CAREER * SEX *

RACE ANALYSIS KIT.

5. Dan Hilliard, Southwestern University, Texas.

Dr. Hilliard is a sociologist with a particular

interest in the area of the sociology of sport.

He has performed and published research in the

area of content analysis of the sports media with

regard to sexism.

Each member of the panel of experts affirmed the

validity of the modified instrument by written

correspondence. The instrument, therefore, was assumed to

be valid both in its original form and as modified.

Appendix B contains an example of the letter sent to the

members of the panel and copies of their responses.

Reliability

Two measures of reliability must be addressed when

performing content analysis --- stability and

reproducibility. Weber (1985) stated that stability can be
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ascertained by coding the same content more than once by

the same coder. Reproducibility is more commonly referred

to as observer or coder agreement. According to Silverman

(1986), "intraclass correlation" is a commonly employed

method of calculating observer agreement within physical

education and is appropriate for many uses in content

analysis. It is obtained by dividing the number of

agreements by the sum of the number of agreements and

disagreements per category or class (Frick and Stempel,

1978; Silverman, 1986). An overall reliability is then

calculated. The calculation will produce a

reliability/agreement coefficient which can range from 0

(no agreement) to 1.0 (perfect agreement). A coefficient

of .85 or better is considered a good or an acceptable

level of coder agreement (Silverman, 1986). A .85

reliability coefficient, therefore, was established as the

minimum standard for the overall reliability for this

study.

For the purposes of this study, a randomly chosen

chapter, to include all pictures of that chapter, was

selected to serve as the material for ascertaining

stability. The chapter was selected from the

administration category of textbooks entitled

Administration of Physical Education and Athletics by

Frost, Lockhart, and Marshall (1988). The content was

analyzed at the beginning, approximate midpoint and
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conclusion of the data collection. As with stability,

coder agreement was measured at the beginning, the

approximate midpoint and the conclusion of the data

collection to maintain a high degree of reproducibility.

In the cases of both stability and reliabilty, the

coefficients generated were higher than the acceptable

level of .85, thus assuring a measure of comfort in the

overall reliability of the data. Specifically, the

coefficients for stability were .95 and .92 (Coder #1 and

Coder #2 respectively) while a coefficient of .96 was

generated for reliability.

Sampling

The population for this study consisted of all

textbooks identified for kinesiology courses in athletic

administration (Category I) and coaching theory courses

(Category II) in senior colleges and universities in Texas.

The catalogs of all institutions of higher education are

published by the Career Guidance Foundation on microfiche

in the College Catalogue Collection, 1990-91. Through the

use of the microfiche and the Texas Coaching Directory of

High Schools and Colleges (Wade, 1990), the academic

departments of all senior colleges and universities in

Texas were reviewed to determine, initially, the presence

of a kinesiology/physical education department. Further

review was undertaken to determine the presence of courses
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pertinent to this research, relevant contact persons (i.e.

departmental chairpersons) and institutional phone numbers.

From review it was determined that 45 institutions of

higher education in Texas have kinesiology/physical

education programs which offered a course or courses

pertinent to this study. A summation of all of the courses

indicated that there was a total of 25 courses being

offered in athletic administration (Category I) and 110

courses being offered in coaching theory (Category II).

In January of 1991, both the bookstore manager and an

individual within the kinesiology department of each

institution were contacted by letter to determine the

specific textbook(s) used in the respective course(s). The

intent of the dual contact was twofold. First, it

increased the probability of a high response rate and,

secondly, it provided a measure of quality control with

regard to the accuracy of the textbooks being identified.

Of the 45 institutions contacted, 39 responded for an 86.6

percent return rate. A compilation of the institutional

response rates may be found in Appendix C. The

questionnaires also provided more up-to-date information on

the course offerings in that some of the respondents

modified response sheets to reflect course additions and

deletions. The corrected information indicated that there

were 22 courses offered in athletic administration which

utilized 20 textbooks. Eighty-eight coaching classes and
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62 coaching textbooks were identified. As anticipated,

duplication existed among the 20 administration and the 62

coaching textbooks; in actuality, there were 7

administration and 32 coaching textbooks unique to the

respective categories.

The size of the textbook population in each category

dictated the method of sampling employed. It was

recommended by the panel that a sample of 10 textbooks per

category (for a total of 20 textbooks) would be a

sufficient quantity to support the research if 100 percent

of the text were analyzed. This figure was comparable to

the number of textbooks utilized in both the Hildreth

(1979) study and the Connor-Greene (1988) study. The

number of textbooks analyzed in these two studies were 23

and 17 respectively. The decision was made, however, to

double the number of textbooks in each category and thereby

reduce the amount of text analyzed from 100 percent to 50

percent per textbook. The established ceiling for the

quantity of textbooks in each category was 20. This

decision was based upon the assumption that greater

variability exists between textbooks than within textbooks,

therefore, the analysis of a larger number of textbooks

would provide more precise results. However, since the

population for Category I was a total of 7 textbooks, all 7

textbooks were analyzed at 100 percent. The population for

Category II did exceed the ceiling of 20 textbooks,

_kowr -- ", "I'll", I'll ___. - -- _ x*x"www4--*wvvmwmwmwwWwM,
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therefore, a simple random sample of the coaching textbooks

was employed to identify the sample. Systematic random

sampling, a method of selecting a sample based upon a

predetermined procedure utilizing a random starting point

(Groebner & Shannon, 1985), was employed to determine which

pages of the coaching textbooks were to be analyzed. Since

50 percent of the text was the prescribed amount for

Category II, the predetermined procedure for this study was

to analyze every other page. A combined total of 27

textbooks was analyzed; Appendix D contains a listing of

the 27 textbooks by category.

The prescribed sampling procedures yielded a total of

27 textbooks. Utilizing the data collection instrument, 7

textbooks in Category I and 20 textbooks in Category II

were analyzed. Four of the textbooks, two per category,

were found to be edited volumes rather than books by

singular authors. These four textbooks were analyzed on a

chapter-by-chapter basis to assure the correct assignment

of data to the appropriate gender of the authors. Two of

the textbooks in Category II were National Federation of

State High School (NFSHS) rule books. According to the

delimitations of this study, course material not directly

pertinent to either administration or coaching (such as

officiating), as defined by the course title, would be

deleted. However, upon cross-referencing the books with

their respective courses, it was determined that the rule
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books were for coaching classes with no inference of an

officiating component. The rule books were, therefore,

retained in the sample.

Pilot Study

The pretesting of categories and the training of

coders were the objectives for conducting the pilot study.

Since the instrument was developed by another researcher,

its categories had to be examined and tested for

applicability to this study.

A second coder (Coder #2) was employed and trained for

the pilot study. The person who participated was a

business professional with a Masters in Business

Administration and a background in competitive athletics.

This individual, in conjunction with the writer (Coder #1),

were the two coders for the primary data analysis.

As Stemple (1981a) indicated, the major concern of

training coders is to establish a common frame of

reference. In order to do so, sample pages from three

textbooks were coded collaboratively by both coders to aid

the clarification of categories. The textbooks used were:

Sport Management Macro Perspectives, First Edition, by

Chelladurai (1985); Guide to Effective Coaching Principles

and Practices, Second Edition, by Jones, Wells, Peters, and

Johnson (1988); and Modern Sports Administration, First

Edition, by Mason and Paul (1988).
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Sample pages from a fourth book, Administration of

Physical Education and Sport Programs, First Edition,

(1985) by Horine, were coded separately by the coders.

Stemple (1981a) stated that in calculating a reliability

estimate, a minimum standard would be the selection of

three passages to be coded by all coders. A total of 22

pages of content, using every fifteenth page as a means of

convenience sampling, were coded. Additionally, 15

pictures were selected and coded. This number corresponds

to quantities utilized in Hildreth's (1979) prior research.

The references identified on each of the first three pages

of Chapters 1, 5, and 10 were also included in the pilot

study. Using the formula previously specified, a

reliability coefficient of .90 was achieved which met the

minimum standard of .85 established as the acceptable level

of coder agreement.

Procedures for The Analysis of Data

The intended goal of the analysis of data was to

answer the research questions of this study. The variables

considered for analysis were: the gender of the author(s),

the gender of the author(s)' acknowledgements, the gender

of the bibliographical references, the gender neutrality of

the pronouns, the prevalence of the use of generic "man",

the degree to which stereotyped sentences are present, the

gender of the administrator description, the gender of the
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coach description, the gender of the administrator

pictures, the gender of the coach pictures, and the gender

of the "other people" pictures.

To examine the variables of interest, a statistical

technique known as chi-square analysis was performed.

Stemple (1981b) has noted that there are at least three

apparent differences between how content data and how

survey and experimental data are examined. These

differences are as follows:

1. Statistical tests are generally used

much less often in content analysis;

2. Nonparametric statistics are used a

greater proportion of the time in

content analysis than parametric

statistics .

3. Multivariate analyses are used

much less often in content studies.

Stemple (1981b) elaborated further on the use of

nonparametric statistics in content analysis by stating

that " . . . in any content study in which symbols or

statements or themes are the coding unit, chi square is

more likely to yield a finding of significant difference"

(p. 137). These statements led to the use of

nonparametric test of chi-square for the statistical

analyses of data used in the study.
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Bartz (1976) indicated that even though a

nonparametric statistic does not require assumptions

regarding the population, there are still some restrictions

which must be considered regarding its use. Assumptions

necessary for the use of chi-square analysis are:

1. The data must be in frequency form.

2. The categories must be independent.

3. The sum of the observed frequencies must

equal the sum of the expected frequencies.

The data generated in this study met these assumptions.

A chi-square test of independence was employed in

order to produce the necessary analyses to answer the

research questions. This test provides a means for

determining the significance of the difference between the

frequencies of occurrence (Bartz, 1976) and in the study

indicated if bias was present in the variable of interest.

Totals computed for the chi-square test of independence

were used to estimate the expected percentages for each

gender category and are given in the tables with actual and

expected percentages. These percentages provided a

descriptive means of relating the frequencies to the

overall data. The contingency tables for both categories

are located in Appendix E.

The .05 level of significance was used as the level of

acceptable confidence for the research. The data were

analyzed using the computer software package entitled
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Statistics With Finesse (Bolding, 1989) and the Statistical

Analysis System (SAS Institute Inc., 1987).
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Data were collected for both Category I and Category

II on the following variables: the gender of the author(s),

the gender of the author(s)' acknowledgements, the gender

of the bibliographical references, the gender neutrality of

the pronouns, the prevalence of the use of the generic

"man", the degree to which stereotyped sentences were

present, the gender of the administrator or coach

descriptions, the gender of the administrator or coach

pictures and the gender of "other people's" pictures. The

data and the analyses for Category I and Category II are

presented concurrently per variable.

Gender of the Author

The tallying of the authors' gender was done by a

simple frequency count as presented in Table 1. The

prevalence of male authors is apparent in that they

represent 70 percent of all authors in the study as

contrasted with females representing only 20 percent of the

authors. These figures were consistent within the

59
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categories as males represented 72 percent of the authors

in Category I and 68 percent of the authors in Category II.

Table 1

Gender of the Author

Gender of Author Category I Category II Totals

Female(s) 12 (23%) 10 (18%) 22 (20%)
Male(s) 38 (72%) 39 (68%) 77 (70%)
Male & Female* 3 ( 5%) 6 (11%) 9 ( 8%)
Unknown** 0 ( 0%) 2 ( 3%) 2 ( 2%)

Totals 53 57 110

* Refers to joint authorship of a textbook by males and
females.

** Refers to authorship of a textbook by an association or
organization; therefore, there is no gender of an author
identified.

Acknowledgements

A frequency count tallying the gender of each of the

people to whom credit was given by the authors composed the

data for this variable. The chi-square test of

independence did not detect any significant difference

(p>0.5627) among the authors' acknowledgements in Category

I; however, in Category II a significant difference was

detected (p<0.0200). The results of the chi-square test

for this variable are presented in Table 2.

In reviewing the data, it was determined that female

authors acknowledged females 70 percent of the time as

opposed to the expected frequency of 41 percent. They also
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acknowledged males fewer times (26 percent) than at the

expected percentage of 56. Table 3 contains a comparison

of the expected frequencies versus the actual frequencies

for this variable.

Table 2

Gender of the Author's Acknowledgements and Summary of the
Chi-Square Test of Independence

Chi-Square Analysis Category I Category II

Number of Observations 88 180
Chi-Square 2.97 11.7
Degrees of Freedom 4 4
Probability 0.5627 NS 0.0200*

Table 3

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for the
Gender of the Author's Acknowledgements (Category II)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual

Female Male Joint Association
Authors Authors Authors Authors

Gender of
Acknowledgement

Female 41.1 70.4 36.1 35.7 0.0
Male 55.6 25.9 60.8 60.7 0.0
Unknown 3.3 3.7 3.1 3.6 0.0
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References

The references of each textbook were reviewed and each

reference was tallied in one of the following five groups:

female or multiple female, male or multiple male, male and

female, organization or association, and unknown. A chi-

square test of independence indicates that the gender of

the references is significantly (p<0.0001) associated with

the gender of the author. This was observed for both

Category I and Category II. Table 4 lists the findings of

the chi-square test of independence.

Table 4

Gender of the Author's References and Summary of the Chi-
Square Test of Independence

Chi-Square Analysis Category I Category II

Number of Observations 2480 772
Chi-Square 1109 137
Degrees of Freedom 8 8
Probability 0.0001* 0.0001*

By grouping the percentages, it was indicated that

female authors and male authors each used gender neutral

references (found by combining association and unknown) 85

percent of the time which is contrasted to textbooks which

were jointly authored by both males and females. With
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joint authorship gender neutrality was utilized only 20

percent of the time. Joint authors also referenced males

62 percent as opposed to 7 percent and 14 percent for

female authors and male authors respectively. These values

are displayed in Table 5.

Table 5

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for the
Gender of the Author's References (Category I)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual
% %

Female Male Joint
Authors Authors Authors

Gender of
References

Female 5.7 8.3 1.0 14.1
Male 29.1 6.9 13.6 62.4
Male & Female 1.4 0.0 0.2 4.0
Association 18.8 2.1 25.1 9.8
Unknown 45.0 82.6 60.1 9.8

The opposite exists for Category II as observed in

Table 6. Again there is parity between female authors and

male authors because they used the collective gender

neutral references at 51 percent and 59 percent

respectively; however, textbooks authored jointly by

females and males used gender neutral references 85 percent

of the time. Therefore, in Category II, while female

authors and male authors were somewhat below the expected
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frequency of 64 percent, joint authors were substantially

above the expected frequency.

Table 6
Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for the
Gender of the Author's References (Category II)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual
% %

Female Male Joint Association
Authors Authors Authors Authors

Gender of
Reference

Female 3.9 11.3 3.3 3.4 0.0
Male 26.0 35.8 35.3 10.9 0.0
M & F 1.7 1.9 2.1 1.0 0.0
Assoc. 19.7 11.3 26.8 10.9 0.0
Unknown 48.7 39.6 32.5 73.8 0.0

Pronouns

Pronouns were classified according to female, male,

plural and gender neutral (such as he/she). The chi-square

test of independence determined that for Category I and

Category II the -gender of the pronoun was significantly

(p<0.0001) associated with the gender of the author. Table

7 contains the results of the chi-square test for this

variable..
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Table 7

Gender of the Pronouns and Summary of the Chi-Sauare Test
of Independence

Chi-Square Analysis Category I Category II

Number of Observations 3297 3572
Chi-Square 140 1904
Degrees of Freedom 6 9
Probability 0.0001* 0.0001*

As displayed in Table 8, female authors favored the

singular female and male pronouns more than pronouns of

gender neutrality (found by a convenience grouping of

plural and gender neutral pronouns). Female authors also

employed gender neutrality in pronoun usage 54 percent of

the time as compared with the combined expected frequencies

which equaled 73 percent. Male authors and joint authors

approached the expected frequency of grouped gender

neutrality with percentages of 70 and 80 respectively.

Female authors and male authors both exceeded the expected

percentage of male pronoun usage while joint authors (14

percent) were below the expected percentage of 24. Female

authors and male authors were at 32 percent and 26 percent

respectively.
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Table 8

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for the
Gender of the Pronoun (Category I)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual
% %

Female Male Joint
Authors Authors Authors

Gender
of Pronouns

Female 4.0 13.7 2.8 5.6
Male 23.6 32.0 26.1 14.1
Plural 54.6 45.1 51.5 66.4
Neutral 17.7 9.1 19.6 14.0

In Category II (Table 9), the most apparent contrast

is between female and male authors. The female authors

utilized the female pronoun 51 percent of the time as

compared to male authors who used a feminine pronoun only

1.9 percent of the time. The reversal existed for the use

of the male pronoun. Female authors used a male pronoun

only 0.6 percent of the time whereas the male authors

utilized it 51 percent of the time. Both joint authors and

association authors showed a strong preference for

neutrality through the use of either a plural pronoun or a

gender neutral pronoun. The collective neutral percentages

were 83 percent and 90 percent respectively.
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Table 9
Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for the
Gender of the Pronouns (Category II)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual
% %

Female Male Joint Association
Authors Authors Authors Authors

Gender
of Pronouns

Female 10.9 51.0 1.9 4.5 0.0
Male 23.6 0.6 51.2 12.8 9.2
Plural 54.6 46.7 40.3 63.1 46.2
Neutral 17.7 1.6 6.6 19.6 44.6
Unknown 48.7 39.6 32.5 73.8 0.0

Generic "Man"

The fifth variable of interest was that of the use of

the generic "man". This variable was tallied as either

female, male or gender neutral. A chi-square test of

independence for Category I did not demonstrate that the

use of the generic "man" was significantly (p>0.2330)

associated with the gender of the author. The test of

independence did indicate that for Category II the use of

the generic "man" was significantly (p<0.0001) associated

with the gender of the author. The summary for this

analysis may be found in Table 10.

An examination of the data for Category II indicated

that the use of the female version of generic "man" was

negligible; therefore, a comparison among classifications
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Table 10

Use of Generic "Man" and Summary of the Chi-Square Test of

Independence

Chi-Square Analysis Category I Category II

Number of Observations 2057 733
Chi-Square 2.91 304
Degrees of Freedom 2 6
Probability 0.2330 NS 0.0001*

Table 11

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for the Use
of Generic "Man" (Category II)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual
% %

Female Male Joint Association
Authors Authors Authors Authors

Gender of
Generic "Man"

Female 1.0 0.0 0.2 2.3 0.0
Male 43.9 54.8 68.8 2.0 0.0
Neutral 55.1 45.2 31.0 95.7 100.0

of authors of the male version of generic "man" versus the

gender neutral version was the focus of further review. As

displayed in Table 11, textbooks which were jointly

authored by males and females or authored by associations
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strongly favored the use of a gender neutral form of the

generic "man". Those percentages were 96 and 100

respectively. Male authors exceeded the expected frequency

(44 percent) of male generic "man" at 69 percent and were

below the expected frequency for gender neutrality at 31

percent.

Gender Stereotyped Sentences

The tallying of the targeted sentences according to

whether they were stereotyped, non-stereotyped, or neutral

was the source of data for this variable. As displayed in

Table 12, the chi-square test of independence indicates

that for Category I the type of sentence utilized was

marginally (p<0.0045) associated with the gender of the

author. The association was more strongly significant

(p<0.0001) for Category II.

Table 12

Gender Stereotyped Sentences and Summary of the Chi-Square
Test of Independence

Chi-Square Analysis Category I Category II

Number of Observations 873 530
Chi-Square 15.1 229
Degrees of Freedom 4 6
Probability 0.0045* 0.0001*
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As indicated in Table 13, textbooks authored by

females or jointly by males and females, utilized neutral

sentences somewhat below the expected frequency of 12

percent. Female authors also used non-stereotype sentences

(at 82 percent) to a greater extent than was expected.

Table 13

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for
Sentences (Category I)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual
% %

Female Male Joint
Authors Authors Authors

Type of
Sentence
Stereotyped 16.4 9.6 16.1 20.8
Non-Stereotyped 71.7 82.2 69.9 74.2
Neutral 11.9 8.2 14.0 5.0

As displayed in Table 14, female authors and joint

authors in Category II used stereotyped sentences (23

percent and 11 percent respectively) substantially below

the expected frequency (49 percent) while male authors (at

78 percent) were substantially above the expected

frequency. The converse was true in that male authors used

non-stereotyped/neutral sentences only 22 percent of the

time as contrasted with female authors and joint authors
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employing neutrality 78 percent and 90 percent of the time

respectively.

Table 14

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for
Sentences (Category II)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual
% %

Female Male Joint Association
Authors Authors Authors Authors

Type of
Sentence
Stereotyped 49.4 23.1 77.7 10.8 22.2
Non-Stereo. 47.9 69.2 20.0 86.7 77.8
Neutral 2.6 7.7 2.3 2.6 0.0

Administrator/Coach Descriptors

Tallies of an administrator or a coach descriptor were

made with regard to whether the described individual was

female, male, or neutral (plural/unknown). By performing

the chi-square test of independence, it was determined that

the gender of the author was significantly (p<0.0001)

associated with the gender of the respective descriptor.

This was observed for both Category I and Category II.

Table 15 contains the results of the chi-square test of

independence for this variable.
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Table 15

Administrator/Coach Descriptors and Summary of the Chi-

Square Test of Independence

Chi-Square Analysis Category I Category II

Number of Observations 543 644
Chi-Square 28.3 119
Degrees of Freedom 4 6
Probability 0.0001* 0.0001*

As presented above in Table 16, female authors in

Category I used the male descriptor 54 percent of the time

which is substantially higher than the expected frequency

of 14 percent. Conversely, they used a neutral descriptor

only 46 percent of the time as compared with the expected

frequency of 86 percent.

Table 16

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for the
Gender of the Administrator/Coach Descriptor (Category I)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual
0 0

Female Male Joint
Authors Authors Authors

Gender of
Descriptor
Female 0.9 0.0 0.3 2.2
Male 13.6 53.8 15.1 7.8
Neutral 85.5 46.2 84.6 90.0
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As exhibited in Table 17 above, the female authors,

the joint authors, and the associations in Category II all

displayed higher frequencies of using the neutral

descriptor than was expected. These percentages were 88,

87, and 100 as compared to 69 for the expected. Those same

three groups of authors also used fewer male descriptors

(4, 12, and 0 respectively) than the expected frequency of

29 percent. Male authors displayed a greater use of the

male descriptor at 49 percent.

Table 17

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for the
Gender of the Administrator/Coach Descriptor (Category II)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual

Female Male Joint Association
Authors Authors Authors Authors

Gender of
Descriptor
Female 1.7 8.3 1.9 1.0 0.0
Male 29.3 4.2 48.9 12.2 0.0
Neutral 68.9 87.5 49.2 86.8 100.0

Pictures

The pictures of administrators or coaches were tallied

according to being female, male, or depicting both males
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and females. As evidenced in Table 18, the chi-square

tests of independence for both Category I and II did not

show that the gender of the author was significantly

(p>0.612 5 ) associated with the gender of the

administrator's or coach's picture.

Table 18

Administrator/Coach Pictures and Summary of the Chi-Square
Test of Independence

Chi-Square Analysis Category I Category II

Number of Observations 24 183
Chi-Square 2.24 4.47
Degrees of Freedom 4 4
Probability 0.6917 NS 0.3450 NS

"Other People" Pictures

The pictures of people other than those of

administrators or coaches were classified as: female

stereotyped, female anti-stereotyped, female neutral, male

stereotyped, male anti-stereotyped, male neutral, both

female and male, and gender unknown. As presented in Table

19, the chi-square test of independence indicated that the

gender of the author was significantly (p<0.0001)

associated with the classification of the picture for both

Category I and II.
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Table 19

Classification of "Other People" Pictures and Summary of
the Chi-Square Test of Independence

Chi-Square Analysis Category I Category II

Number of Observations 367 1012
Chi-Square 51.8 133
Degrees of Freedom 14 21
Probability 0.0001* 0.0001*

Table 20

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frequencies for "Other
People" Pictures (Category I)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual

Female Male Joint
Authors Authors Authors

Classification
of Picture

F. Stereotyped 5.7 4.0 7.3 3.7
F. Anti-stereo. 7.1 0.0 7.3 8.1
F. Neutral 17.7 40.0 11.7 22.8
M. Stereotyped 13.6 20.0 11.7 15.4
M. Anti-stereo. 2.7 4.0 2.4 2.9
M. Neutral 22.1 16.0 22.3 22.8
Both M & F 19.3 12.0 29.1 5.9
Gender Unknown 11.7 4.0 8.3 18.4

As indicated in Table 20, female authors utilized

female neutral pictures 40 percent of the time which
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exceeded the expected frequency of 18 percent, whereas male

authors were below the expected frequency with a percentage

of 12. Male authors were somewhat above (29 percent) the

expected frequency (19 percent) of male and female pictures

while female and joint authors were below the expected

value at 12 and 6 percent respectively. Female authors

were notably below the expected frequency of 7 percent

female anti-stereotype with a 0 percentage.

Table 21

Summary of the Expected and Actual Frecuencies for "Other
People" Pictures (Category II)

Percentages of Frequencies

Expected Actual
% %

Female Male Joint Association
Authors Authors Authors Authors

Classification
of Picture

F. Stereo. 2.2 0.0 1.2 5.4 0.0
F. Anti-St. 3.5 0.0 5.1 3.0 0.0
F. Neutral 13.8 21.4 10.4 14.5 50.0
M. Stereo. 16.3 8.0 17.6 19.9 0.0
M. Anti-St. 3.9 0.0 2.6 8.8 0.0
M. Neutral 54.4 66.7 57.8 40.,4 50.0
Both M & F 3.3 3.5 1.2 6.7 0.0
Gen. Unknown 2.7 0.5 4.3 1.3 0.0

In Category II (Table 21), female authors were notable

below the expected frequencies of 2, 4, and 4 percent

respectively, in female stereotyped, female anti-
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stereotyped, and male anti-stereotyped pictures. These

female authors were at 0 percent for all three of these

classifications. Female authors (at 8 percent) also were

below the expected value of 16 percent for male stereotyped

pictures. Male authors and female authors both exceeded

the expected frequency (of 54 percent) of male neutral

pictures at 58 percent and 67 percent respectively;

however, joint authorship was below the expected frequency

with a percentage of 40.

Summary

In Category I, gender bias was detected in the

following variables: bibliographical references, pronoun

usage, stereotyped sentences, administrator descriptors,

and pictures of people other than an administrator. Thus

bias was displayed in five of the nine prescribed

variables. Bias was detected in seven of the nine

variables in Category II. These seven variables were:

acknowledgements, bibliographical references, pronoun

usage, the use of the generic "man", stereotyped sentences,

coach descriptors, and the pictures of people other than a

coach.



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purposes of this study were to analyze current

kinesiological literature to determine if gender bias was

present, and if so, to determine if the gender of the

author had any relationship to the degree or presence of

gender bias. A third purpose was to compare the degree or

presence of gender bias in textbooks currently used in

kinesiology to the presence of gender bias as detected in

previous studies. In this chapter the findings of the

study will be related to the above stated purposes and

conclusions will be presented and discussed. The first two

purposes are addressed concurrently due to their

interrelatedness while the third purpose is discussed

separately.

The population of this study was all the textbooks

identified for kinesiology courses in athletic

administration (Category I) and coaching theory courses

(Category II) in senior colleges and universities in Texas.

A total of 7 administration textbooks and 32 coaching

textbooks was identified. While all 7 administration

78
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textbooks were analyzed, a sample of 20 coaching textbooks

was randomly drawn from that population. The textbooks

were analyzed using an instrument developed by Hildreth

(1979) which was designed to detect gender bias on the

following nine variables: the gender of the author(s), the

gender of the author(s) acknowledgements, the gender of the

bibliographical references, the gender neutrality of the

pronouns, the prevalence of the use of the generic "man",

the degree to which stereotyped sentences were present, the

gender of the administrator or coach pictures, and the

gender of the pictures of people other than an

administrator or coach. Chi-square analyses were performed

on the tallied frequencies for each variable in the

respective categories of authors. Bias was detected in

five of the nine variables in Category I and in seven of

the nine variables in Category II. These results led the

researcher to conclude that bias is present in the current

kinesiological literature and that the gender of the author

did influence the presence of the bias.

Discussion

Males composed 70 percent of the authors of the

textbooks in the study while females represented only 20

percent of the authors. This gender imbalance may be

addressed from two viewpoints. First, the imbalance in the

number of male versus female authors in the study may infer
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a bias on the part of the instructor in selecting a

textbook authored by males. Concern has been expressed at

the invisibility of female authors throughout the

curriculum and has led to projects designed to balance the

curriculum (Hall, 1989). Carlson (1987) noted that since

approximately half of all students are female, it is

important to include female authors who can provide an

alternate perspective to male authors. Secondly, the

greater number of male authors may also reflect the

proportionality of the gender of authors in the pool of

textbooks available in each category. In other words,

there may be more male authors of textbooks than female

authors. Textbooks and educational journals compose the

majority of scholarly publishing and if three-fourths of

the writers for educational journals are university

personnel (Henson, 1984) then it is possible that a

comparable number of writers of textbooks may also be

university personnel. The next question would be to

inquire as to the gender composition of university

personnel. According to Academe (Strohm, 1990),

approximately 73 percent of the faculty members at

institutions of higher education are male and 27 percent

are female. This may translate into a smaller population

of female scholarly writers including writers of textbooks.

The acknowledgements made by an author confers

recognition or status on the individual(s) being
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acknowledged. The findings in Category II suggest that

female authors acknowledged other females somewhat more

than was expected while male authors acknowledged females

less than was expected. This may suggest that females

attribute a higher status to other females, thereby more

deserving of an acknowledgement, while males may attribute

a lower status to females and thereby less deserving of

recognition. Possible other reasons may be that males have

stronger "networking" within their profession and/or

perhaps the mentorship is more firmly established.

Similar to acknowledgements, the use of a reference

infers a degree of status, and in the case of references,

the status implied is one of an authority on the subject at

hand. Bias was detected in both categories; however, the

source of the bias was varied among the classifications of

authors. It appeared that female authors and male authors

of administration textbooks were more sensitive to

guidelines for gender neutral writing than were joint

authors. The size of the sample may have influenced the

results of the analysis of this variable in Category I. Of

the three cases of joint authorship in the administration

textbooks, only one of the items was a fully co-authored

textbook. The other two cases were co-authored chapters in

an edited textbook. The size of the sample for Category II

was substantially larger and the analysis, in fact,

indicated a reversal of the findings of Category I. Both
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female authors and male authors referenced males more than

was expected. This may again be attributed to the pool of

available authoritative sources being predominantly male.

In Category II, while both female authors and male authors

showed bias toward referencing males, female authors also

demonstrated some bias towards referencing females (as

opposed to strictly neutral references). This may suggest

that authors of coaching textbooks may be more cognizant of

authorities of their own gender in their respective fields.

The diminishing pool of female coaches, as evidenced by

Acosta and Carpenter's (1990) longitudinal study, could

translate into a reduction on the number of female

authorities thereby escalating the problem.

Pronoun usage is a more easily discernable form of

bias. Prior to the inauguration of gender neutral language

in the 1974, (Britton & Lumpkin, n.d.) English grammar

rules suggested that the male pronoun be used to represent

a singular person (Hildreth, 1979). Current writing

guidelines, however, recommend the use of plural pronouns,

gender neutral pronouns, the passive voice, and the second

person as methods of avoiding sexist language (Houghton,

Mifflin, 1981; American Psychological Association, 1983,

Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1975). While pronoun bias was

present in both administrative textbooks and coaching

textbooks, the bias was in different forms. The bias in

athletic administration textbooks indicated that both
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female and male authors demonstrated a preference for the

male pronoun. This may be explained by referring to the

longitudinal study by Acosta and Carpenter (1990) which

indicates that less than 16 percent of all collegiate

women's athletic programs are governed by females. Women,

therefore, have made few inroads into the male domain of

athletic administration and do not project as strong a

presence as males. The fact that both female authors and

male authors were biased against females supports

Goldberg's (1968) claim that females are as prejudiced

against females as males are. Although in 1:he study there

was a preference by both female authors and male authors to

use the male pronoun, the context of the pronoun usage is

not reflected. It became apparent to the coders that, with

the exception of several of the texts, the authors employed

gender neutral writing except when directly quoting from

secondary sources. The secondary sources tended to have

publication dates which preceded the introduction of gender

neutral guidelines and therefore evidenced a heavy usage of

the male pronoun. In essence though, the bias may be less

direct but still present. It may suggest to authors and

publishers to be sensitive to the content of secondary

sources and revise language that demonstrates preferential

or derogatory treatment of a gender.

The bias demonstrated in the pronoun usage in coaching

textbooks was somewhat different in that authors indicated

-' 

__
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a strong preference for their own gender in the use of

pronouns. An examination of the raw data does temper the

preference of female authors for female pronouns, however,

as one book in itself accounted for 166 of the 318 total

female pronouns tallied. By adjusting the data to reflect

all female authors with the exception of that one book, the

percentage for female authors' use of the female pronoun

would be reduced from 51 percent to 33 percent. The

predominance of the use of the male pronoun by male

authors, however, was more widely distributed rather than

concentrated in several isolated books. Acosta and

Carpenter (1990) indicated that 47 percent of all women's

teams are coached by females therefore females appear to

have a somewhat stronger presence in the coaching

profession than in the athletic administration profession.

Both the female and the male authors of coaching

textbooks evidenced a bias in using the masculine form of

generic "man". This bias was not present in textbooks

which were jointly authored. This difference may be

partially explained by examining the composition of the

sample. Four of the textbooks authored by either females

(1 book) or males (3 books) were on the sport of

basketball. As noted by the coders in the comment section

of the tally sheets, the prevalence of the masculine form

of generic "man" came largely in part from a commonly

accepted term of basketball professionals for a specific
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type of defense: a "man-to-man" defense. The joint authors

in the sample, however, were authors of either volleyball,

track and field, or generic coaching textbooks and thereby

less influenced by that particular colloquialism. The

identification of the commonality in the source of the

masculine form of generic "man" does not diminish its

potential impact. As noted by Holt, Reinhart & Winston

(1975) "the natural inclination of the listener to picture

an individual of the gender that is mentioned may have the

unintentional effect of excluding females from thought" (p.

7).

In both administration and coaching textbooks, female

authors demonstrated a strong tendency toward non-

stereotyped sentences. Male authors in coaching textbooks,

however, revealed gender bias in the use of stereotyped

sentences. As suggested by Hildreth (1979),, it may be more

difficult to sensitize male authors to the potential damage

that the stereotyped statements could create in females

because they themselves have not personally experienced the

limitation inferred by the bias. It was interesting to

note the following statement by Dean Smith (1981) in the

preface of the book Basketball -- Multiple Offense and

Defense which was one of the textbooks of Category II's

sample. "I would like to take this opportunity to

apologize to the growing number of female coaches who may

be reading this book.. .In most cases, the male gender has
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been used but this should in no way indicate a lack of

respect for our outstanding women coaches and women

players" (p. xiv). This suggests that the sensitization

process has begun but may still be in the initial stages.

The use of female descriptors for administrators was

essentially negligible; however, it was interesting to note

that female authors exhibited a strong bias toward the male

descriptors. This may be explained by considering the fact

that females have traditionally had only males as role

models and authority figures in administration. This

socialization process may have translated into a

subconscious bias towards males. Female authors of

coaching textbooks did not exhibit this same bias. This

may also be explained by the greater proportion of female

role models in coaching than in athletic administration.

Male authors of coaching textbooks likewise displayed a

bias toward the descriptor of their own gender whereas

joint authors used neutral descriptors. These results may

also suggest a tendency on the part of authors to reflect

their own gender in their writing which would also explain

the neutrality of descriptors by joint authors.

The pictures of administrators or coaches did not

suggest a bias on the part of the authors; however, the

pictures of the "other people" demonstrated bias in both

Category I and Category II. Most notable among

administration textbooks was the greater use of female
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neutral photographs by female authors. This may be an

effort by either the author(s) or the publishers to

increase the visual presence of women. In coaching

textbooks, however, both female authors and male authors

demonstrated a bias toward the use of male neutral. While

it is noteworthy that the presence of stereotyped pictures

was not overwhelming, male pictures were the predominate

choice of all authors. In reviewing the raw data, the

combined total of male pictures (stereotyped, anti-

stereotyped, and neutral) as compared to the combined total

of female pictures was at a ratio of almost 4 to 1. This

ratio exceeds the findings of Rintala and Birell (1984).

Their content analysis study of Young Athlete magazine

determined that the ratio of pictures of male and female

athletes was 2 to 1. They suggested that a reader

... .would likely conclude that although the world of sports

includes girls and women, it is mostly a place for boys and

men" (p. 245).

The third purpose of this study was to compare these

findings with that of previous research. Hildreth's (1979)

study found that bias was present in the use of generic

"man", stereotyped sentences, teacher descriptions, teacher

pictures, and children's pictures. It was also found that

the gender of the author did significantly affect the

amount of gender content present in the textbook for all of

the variables. Hildreth did not report the findings on the
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gender of the author, the gender of acknowledgements, and

the gender of references, therefore comparisons could not

be made on these three variables. The findings of this

study indicated that the gender of the author did

significantly influence the presence of bias in four of the

remaining six variables for both administration and

coaching textbooks. The exceptions were generic "man" and

administrator pictures in Category I and pronouns and coach

pictures in Category II.

Conclusions

It appears that while gender bias may be diminishing,

it remains present at a significant level in athletic

administration and coaching textbooks in higher education.

As noted by Moore (1991) gender bias in textbooks is

prevalent across higher education's curriculum and is

therefore not restricted to the discipline of kinesiology

or to the phenomena of intercollegiate athletics. It is

also apparent that the bias is not simply the bias of males

against females. It includes the bias of females against

females and the exclusion or invisibility of females.

Athletic administration and athletic coaching have

traditionally been a male domain and the use of biased

instructional material may influence the attitude that

students retain as they make decisions about future career

choices.
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While there has been evidence of improvement in

current textbooks as noted above, the presence of gender

bias in older textbooks which are being used as secondary

sources poses an obstacle to achieving totally bias-free

instructional material. Publishers and future authors need

to be sensitive to this less direct form of bias and

utilize alternatives such as paraphrasing rather than

direct quotes in order to present the material in a neutral

manner.

Faculty members need to be cognizant of the

possibility that they may be using textbooks that contain

bias. Even though they may be using the latest edition of

a textbook, the material may not have been edited to

reflect gender neutral language. Many faculty members may

be reluctant to adopt a completely new and more current

textbook due to the considerable time requirements that

revising a course necessitates. The alternative, however,

is the continued exposure of a large percentage of the

student population to an intellectual environment which may

be subliminally hostile.

Recommendations for Further Study

The recommendations for further research would be:

1. The performance of gender bias research on

other aspects of the kinesiology discipline such as
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introductory textbooks and physiology of exercise

textbooks.

2. The performance of gender bias research in

scholarly journals in higher education.

3. The performance of research to investigate

the possibility of the presence of gender bias in

kinesiology as a deterrent to women interested in athletic

administration or athletic coaching as potential career

choices.
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ADAPTED FROM THE HILDRETH INSTRUMENT AS
PUBLISHED IN THE DISSERTATION:

SEXISM IN ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION LITERATURE:
A CONTENT ANALYSIS

CODING CATEGORIES AND DIRECTIONS

1. AUTHOR
A. FEMALE --- SINGLE AUTHOR
B. MALE --- SINGLE AUTHOR
C. FEMALE --- MULTIPLE AUTHORS
D. MALE --- MULTIPLE AUTHORS
E. BOTH MALE AND FEMALE AUTHOR
F. ASSOCIATION OR ORGANIZATION

2. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS OF AUTHOR
A. FEMALE
B. MALE
C. UNKNOWN

DIRECTIONS:
1. CHECK THE PREFACE, DEDICATION PAGE, AND/OR ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS' PAGE AND TALLY THE GENDER
OF EACH OF THE PEOPLE TO WHOM CREDIT IS GIVEN.

2. THE UNKNOWN CATEGORY IS TO BE TALLIED IF ONLY INITIALS ARE USED OR IF THE NAME IS AN
AMBIGUOUS ONE (EX. FRANCES) FOR WHICH THE GENDER CANNOT BE IDENTIFIED POSITIVELY. EVEN IF
THE INITIALED NAME IS A WELL-KNOWN FAMILIAR PERSON KNOWN TO THE RESEARCHER, IT SHOULD BE
TALLIED AS UNKNOWN.

3. A BODY OF INDIVIDUALS (EX. A FACULTY) WILL NOT BE TALLIED.

3. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
A. FEMALE OR MULTIPLE FEMALE
B. MALE OR MULTIPLE MALE
C. MALE AND FEMALE
D. ORGANIZATION OR ASSOCIATION
E. UNKNOWN

DIRECTIONS:
1. TALLY THESE BY CHECKING THE BIBLIOGRAPHIES IN THE BOOK. THESE MAY BE LOCATED AT THE END
OF EACH CHAPTER, AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGES, OR AT THE END OF THE BOOK. TRY TO CHECK THE
ORGANIZATION METHOD USED FIRST IN EACH PUBLICATION. DO NOT REPEAT TALLIES OF THE SAME
REFERENCE UNLESS USED IN DIFFERENT CHAPTERS.

2. TALLY EACH REFERENCE INCLUDED IN THE PUBLICATION.

3. FEMALE OR MULTIPLE FEMALE COULD INCLUDE ONE TO SEVERAL AUTHORS, ALL OF WHOM ARE FEMALE.
MALE AND FEMALE MAY INCLUDE ONE AUTHOR OF EACH GENDER, OR ANY NUMBER IN COMBINATION. IT IS
ONLY NECESSARY THAT AT LEAST ONE AUTHOR BE OF EACH GENDER TO TALLY IT IN THIS CATEGORY. ALSOIF ONE AUTHOR IS NAMED AND THE OTHERS HAVE INITIALS ONLY, TALLY IT AS MULTIPLE AUTHORS IN THE
NAMED PERSON'S CATEGORY.

4. UNKNOWN MEANS THAT ONLY INITIALS ARE USED, AND THUS IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO DETERMINE THEGENDER. EVEN IF THE AUTHOR IS WELL-KNOWN AND CAN BE IDENTIFIED READILY, UNKNOWN SHOULD BEINDICATED. MULTIPLE UNKNOWNS ARE INCLUDED IN THIS CATEGORY; TALLY EACH SINGULARLY.

5. THE BIBLIOGRAPHIES MAY LIST REFERENCES BY INITIALS ONLY WHILE THE CONTENT OF THE TEXTMAY PROVIDE THE GENDER OF THE REFERENCE THROUGH PRONOUN USAGE. IT WILL BE NECESSARY,THEREFORE, TO EXAMINE ALL TEXT FOR IDENTIFICATION OF THE GENDER OF REFERENCE. IF REFERENCESARE DISTINGUISHED AS MALES OR FEMALES ON THIS BASIS, THEY SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED FROM THE"UNKNOWN" CATEGORY TO THE APPROPRIATE GENDER CATEGORY.

6. IF A PRIMARY SOURCE CITES A SECONDARY SOURCE, TALLY EACH INDEPENDENTLY.
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4. PRONOUNS
A. FEMALE (SHE, HER, HERS, HERSELF)
B. MALE (HE, HIS, HIM, HIMSELF)
C. PLURAL (THEY, THEM, THEIR, THEMSELVES)
D. GENDER NEUTRAL (HE/SHE, HE OR SHE, HIS OR HER, ONE)

DIRECTIONS:
1. TALLY EACH OF THESE ONLY ONCE PER SENTENCE.

2. ONLY TALLY WHEN THE REFERENT IS A CHILD, STUDENT, OR ADULT. DO NOT COUNT IF THE
REFERENT IS AN INANIMATE OBJECT.

3. DO NOT TALLY WHEN THE REFERENT IS A ADMINISTRATOR OR COACH SINCE THESE PRONOUNS WILL BE
TALLIED IN ANOTHER CATEGORY.

4. OMIT FROM ANALYSIS THE SENTENCES WHICH CONTAIN THE WORDS BOY/MAN OR GIRL/WOMAN SINCE
THESE WILL BE EVALUATED ANOTHER WAY.

5. COMBINATIONS OF PRONOUNS OR PRONOUNS WHICH ARE INTENDED TO CONVEY GENDER NEUTRALITY
SHOULD BE TALLIED IN THE GENDER NEUTRAL CATEGORY.

5. GENERIC MAN
A. FEMALE (WOMANKIND, WOMAN, ETC.)
B. MALE (MAN, MANKIND, ETC.)
C. NEUTRAL (HUMANITY, CITIZENS, HUMAN BEINGS, PEOPLE, PERSON(S), ETC.)

DIRECTIONS:
1. TALLY EACH OF THESE ONLY ONCE PER SENTENCE.

6. STEREOTYPED SENTENCE
A. GENDER STEREOTYPED
B. GENDER NON-STEREOTYPED
C. NEUTRAL

DIRECTIONS:
1. IF THE WORD BOY(S)/MAN/MEN/MALE(S) AND/OR GIRL(S)/WOMAN/WOMEN/FEMALE(S) OCCURS IN A
SENTENCE, IT IS TO BE ANALYZED AND PLACED INTO ONE OF THE ABOVE CATEGORIES. ANY PRONOUNS IN
THE SENTENCE ARE NOT TO BE TALLIED.

2. EXAMPLES OF THESE CATEGORIES ARE THE FOLLOWING:

GENDER-STEREOTYPED: "MEN, RATHER THAN WOMEN, ARE BETTER CANDIDATES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITIONS BECAUSE THEY ARE TOUGHER AND MORE AGGRESSIVE."

NON GENDER-STEREOTYPED: "WOMEN AND MEN BOTH ENJOY VIGOROUS PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES."

NEUTRAL: "THE INSTITUTION MAY BE THE SITE OF OTHER ACTIVITIES SUCH AS BOY SCOUT MEETINGS

7.A. ADMINISTRATOR DESCRIPTION
7.B. COACH DESCRIPTION

A. FEMALE (SHE, HER, HERS, HERSELF)
B. MALE (HE, HIS, HIM, HIMSELF)
C. PLURAL/NEUTRAL/UNKNOWN (THEY, THEM, THEIR, THEMSELVES)

DIRECTIONS:
1. ANY SENTENCE IN WHICH THE ADMINISTRATOR OR COACH, RESPECTIVELY, IS THE REFERENT SHOULD
BE ANALYZED. ANY PRONOUNS SHOULD BE TALLIED ONLY ONCE PER SENTENCE.

2. THESE PRONOUNS SHOULD NOT BE TALLIED UNDER THE PRONOUN CATEGORY.

3. ADMINISTRATORS IN ADMINISTRATION TEXTBOOKS AND COACHES IN COACHING TEXTBOOKS SHOULD BE
TALLIED SEPARATELY ON THEIR RESPECTIVE TALLY SHEETS.
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8.A. ADMINISTRATOR PICTURES
8.B. COACH PICTURES

A. FEMALE
B. MALE
C. FEMALE AND MALE

DIRECTIONS:
1. ANY PICTURE WHICH INCLUDES A ADMINISTRATOR/COACH IS TO BE ANALYZED; THE PICTURE WILL
ALSO BE TALLIED APPROPRIATELY IN CATEGORY 9.

2. IF THE PICTURE SHOWS TWO ADMINISTRATORS OR TWO COACHES, RESPECTIVELY, ONE OF EACH
GENDER, THEN TALLY IT IN THE FEMALE AND MALE CATEGORY.

3. ADMINISTRATORS IN ADMINISTRATION TEXTBOOKS AND COACHES IN COACHING TEXTBOOKS SHOULD BE
TALLIED SEPARATELY ON THEIR RESPECTIVE TALLY SHEETS.

9. OTHER PEOPLE PICTURES
A. FEMALE STEREOTYPED
B. FEMALE ANTI-STEREOTYPED
C. FEMALE NEUTRAL
D. MALE STEREOTYPED
E. MALE ANTI-STEREOTYPED
F. MALE NEUTRAL
G. BOTH MALE AND FEMALE
H. GENDER UNKNOWN

DIRECTIONS:
1. THE PICTURES WHICH DO NOT SHOW PEOPLE SHOULD BE OMITTED FROM THE ANALYSIS. (EX. COURT
MARKINGS, EQUIPMENT, EDUCATIONAL MODELS OR PARADIGMS)

2. LINE DRAWINGS OF PEOPLE SHOULD BE INCLUDED AS WELL AS ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPHS.

3. THE PICTURES SHOULD BE ANALYZED BY ASKING TWO QUESTIONS:
A. UPON WHICH GENDER DOES THE PICTURE FOCUS?
B. IS THE ACTIVITY BEING PERFORMED STEREOTYPICAL OF THE PARTICIPANT'S GENDER?

4. THE CLASSIFICATION FOR GENDER-STEREOTYPED ACTIVITIES WAS FORMED BY REVIEWING OLDER STATE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION GUIDES WHICH INVARIABLY SEPARATED ACTIVITIES ON A GENDER BASIS AND BY THE
WRITER'S SUBJECTIVE JUDGEMENT. THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE TO BE CONSIDERED GENDER
STEREOTYPED FOR THIS STUDY:

FEMALE MALE
1. ROPE JUMPING 1. ROPE CLIMBING
2. BALANCE ACTIVITIES 2. STRENGTH ACTIVITIES
3. DANCE (OTHER THAN SQUARE DANCE) 3. FOOTBALL AND BASEBALL
4. FLEXIBILITY EXERCISES 4. TRACK & FIELD, WRESTLING,

CROSS COUNTRY RUNNING
5. GRACEFUL MOVEMENT 5. COMBATIVES
6. CREATIVITY IN MOVEMENT

5. IF THE ACTIVITIES SHOWN DO NOT FALL INTO ONE OF THESE CATEGORIES (EX. BASKETBALL,
SOCCER), TALLY IT IN THE APPROPRIATE GENDER'S NEUTRAL CATEGORY.

6. OCCASIONALLY IN A PICTURE (AND ESPECIALLY IN THE LINE DRAWINGS) IT MAY BE IMPOSSIBLE TO
ASCERTAIN THE GENDER OF THE PARTICIPANT. IF THIS IS THE CASE, TALLY IT UNDER GENDER UNKNOWN.

7. IF BOTH A MALE AND A FEMALE ARE THE FOCUS OF THE PICTURE, TALLY IT UNDER BOTH FEMALE AND
MALE CATEGORY.

10. ADDITIONAL DIRECTIONS
1. EVERY OTHER PAGE IS TO BE ANALYZED. SHOULD THE PAGE TO BE CODED BEGIN WITH A SENTENCE
THAT HAS CONTINUED FROM THE PRECEDING NON-CODED PAGE, CODING SHOULD START WITH THE FIRST
COMPLETE SENTENCE. SHOULD A CODED SENTENCE CONTINUE ONTO THE NEXT NON-CODED PAGE, INCLUDE
THE REMAINDER OF THE SENTENCE IN THE CODING.
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2. USE THE PAGE NUMBER TO TALLY CATEGORIES 4 - 9 RATHER THAN A TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN
ENTRY.

3. TEXT WHICH IS IN TABLE FORM IS TO BE CODED.
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SUMMARY OF EDITORIAL MODIFICATIONS
TO THE HILDRETH INSTRUMENT

Listed below is a summary of the modifications made to the
Hildreth instrument in order to adapt it to the current
research.

* The replacement of the word "sex" with the word
"gender" throughout the instrument.

1. AUTHOR

No changes.

2. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS OF AUTHOR

The addition of #3 to the directions.

3. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES

The addition of the words, "Multiple unknowns are
included in this category; tally each singularly." in
#4 of the directions.

The addition of #5 and #6 to the directions.

4. PRONOUNS

The addition of item D.

The deletion of the words "in general terms" and "a

specific person (ex. Sally) from #2 of the directions.

The replacement of the word "teacher" with the words
"administrator or coach" in #3 of the directions.

The addition of the "/man" to "boy" and "/woman" to
"girl" in #4 of the directions.

The addition of #5 to the directions.

5. GENERIC MAN

The addition of the word "person" to the examples cited
in "C".

4m WHO-" 0-10 -10-1foll lklow , Wft-
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6. STEREOTYPED SENTENCES

The addition of the words "/man/men/male(s) has been
added to "boy(s)" and the words
"/woman/women/female(s)" has been added to "girl(s) to
#1 of the directions.

The example used for stereotyped sentences has been
replaced with the following: "Men, rather than women,
are better candidates for administrative positions
because they are tougher and more aggressive."

The words "Girls and boys" has been replaced in the
example of non-stereotyped sentences with the words
"Women and men".

7. Descriptions

The category has been subdivided into 7a. Administrator
Description and 7b. Coach Description.

The words "/neutral/unknown" have been added to "C".

The word "teacher" has been replaced in #1 of the
directions with the words "administrator or coach,
respectively,".

As per recommendation of a member of the panel of
experts, #3 of the original instrument has been
deleted.

To accommodate the division of administrators and
coaches, #4 has been added to the directions.

8. ADMINISTRATOR/COACH PICTURES

The category descriptor has been subdivided into 8a.
Administrator Pictures and 8b. Coach Pictures.

The word teacher has been replaced with the words
"administrator/coach" in #1 and #2 of the directions.

To accommodate the division of administrators and
coaches, #3 has been added to the directions.
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9. OTHER PEOPLE PICTURES

The substitution of the word "People" for the word
"Children" in the category descriptor.

The addition of the words "educational models or
paradigms" to the examples cited in #1 of the
directions.

The substitution of the word "people" for the word
"children" in #2 of the directions.

The addition of the words "(Ex. basketball, soccer)" to
#5 of the directions.

10. ADDITIONAL DIRECTIONS

This section was added to accommodate situations
generated by sampling procedures in this research.



GENDER BIAS IN KINESIOLOGY TEXTBOOKS
CONTENT ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT

TALLY SHEET I

TEXTBOOK:
CATEGORY: I I

CODER: 1 2
DATE:

REFERENCES CHAP. NO: CHAP. NO: CHAP. NO: _ CHAP. NO: CHAP. NO: .. CHAP. NO:

-.. .. ....... . ........ .........

4 ~ ~ ~ ..t E " .. ....... p ....... a.e e.a a aa
B. MALE OR MULTIPLE MALE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .b.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .... . . ...

......-..-...................
.......... -...... ......
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TALLY SHEET If
CATEGORY: I (ADMINISTRATOR)

TEXTBOOK: CODER: 1 2

DATE:

4. PRONOUNS USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALS FOR

TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET
...................................................X FW................................................................................................... .........A. ..F .. MALE....

B. MALE

D. GENDER NEUTRAL

5. GENERIC MAN USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALSFOR

TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

B. MALE

6. STEREOTYPED USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALSFOR

SENTENCES TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

A..$. .-.T.REQTYPED

B. NON STEREOTYPED

7a. ADMINISTRATOR USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALS FOR

DESCRIPTION TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

B MALE

C' PLURALNEUTRAUUNKNOWN

8a. ADMINISTRATOR USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALS FOR

PICTURES TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

B. MALE

C..FEMALEAND MALE777 777

9. OTHER PEOPLE USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALS FOR

PICTURES TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

A.FEMALE STEREOTYPED

B. FEMALE ANT-STEREOTYPED

D. MALE STEREOTYPED

E.MALE ANTI-STEREOTYPED

F. MALE NEUTRAL

0.BOTMALEAND FEM

H. SEX UNKNOWN
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SUMMARY SHEET
CATEGORY: I (ADMINISTRATOR)

TEXTBOOK: CODER: 1
DATE: __

4. PRONOUNS SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET GRAND
1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS

A............ FE..M.A L.E...........
B... M ALE..... ...

.. .... .... .. .. ..P L. ..... .. ..UR A L ..... .. .... ....
D...... GENDER NEUTRAL....

B. MALE
....... .EUTRAL

6. STEREOTYPE SEET.SHET.SHEET.HEET.SHET. GRAN

D.GN NEUTRAL

7. ADMINISTRATOR SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET [SHEET GRAND
DSRPIN 1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS

A.:::F FEMAL.....

B. MALE

8.ADMENESTRATOR SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET !SHEET GRAND
PICTURES 1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS

A. SEXAL-EANO MALE

9.AOTHERSPEOPLE SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET GRAND
PISCTRESIO 1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS

F. MALENETA

H. . SEXUNNWNfl'J~q

2
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TALLY SHEET I

TEXTBOOK:
CATEGORY: I II

CODER: 1
DATE:

2

REFERENCES CHAP. NO: - CHAP. NO: CHAP. NO: . CHAP. NO: __ CHAP. NO: - CHAP. NO:

B. MALE OR MULTIPLE MALE

0. ORGANIZATION/ASSOCIATION

R EFER ENCES CHAP. NO: CHAP NO CHAP. NO:_ CHAP NO CHAP. NO: TOTALS:

R. FEMALiEORMULTIPEFEMALE 8 8

B. MALE OR MULTIPLE MALE

.. .................... .1m ay.m .... ,4= . ....... ........ ............. ......

D. ORGANIZATION/ASSOCIATIONC O M M . EN T S __.......-......._........................_.

..............

..........--. .... .......-. ....

1..........
......... ........ ..... ..................... ... - ............ ...........................

rs--. -31.'-pm-'iWpl #F:-phair-3 fi. ;- 34.g-:y .qrna---,i t''re-wretirard-.-war.v:..,-,n-in--.r-r:- a:-m--lar:-,--on- - -- --.-- ,-----.-.- ...- ,--... . - - - , m., , . . ....- -,_. a _.,_ , _me.
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TALLY SHEET I

CATEGORY: II (COACH)

TEXTBOOK: CODER: 1 2

DATE:

4. PRONOUNS USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALSFOR

TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

... . . .. . .. -
........ .....

D. GENDER NEUTRAL

5. GENERIC MAN USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALSO
TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

A. FEMALE:: , ......

B. MALE

D. GN NEUTRAL

6. STEREOTYPED USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALS FOR

TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

7b. COACH USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALS FOR
DESCRIPTION TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

B. MALE

C. LUa/NEUTRAL/UNNOW

8b. COACH USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALS FOR
PICTURES TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

A. .FEMALE .... ...

B. MALE

9. OTHER PEOPLE USE THE PAGE NUMBER ITSELF RATHER THAN A TOTALS FOR

PICTURES TALLY MARK TO RECORD AN ENTRY THIS SHEET

BA FEMALE ANTI-STEREOTYPED

D. MALE STEREOTYPED

7. COALESETH AGENUMERITTLERTHEOTANAOTLEFO

F. MALE NEUTRAL

P U BOTYMLE ANDEEMALE H E

H. SEX UNKNOWN
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SUMMARY SHEET

CATEGORY: II (COACH)

TEXTBOOK: CODER: 1
DATE:

4. PRONOUNS SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET GRAND
1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS

B. MALE

D. GENDER NEUTRAL

5. GENERIC MAN SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET GRAND
1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS

A:: FEMALE".....

B. MALE

6. STEREOTYPED H SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET GRAND
SENTENCES 1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS

A. $EX-$TEREOTYPED............................................l 1 1 7
B. NON STEREOTYPED

7b. COACH SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET GRAND
DESCRIPTION 1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS

C. PLUALEUTAI*KON ____ _

8b. COACH SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET 'SHEET GRAND

9. OTHER PEOPLE SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET SHEET GRAND
PICTURES 1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS

D. MALE STEREOTYPED

MALE ANTkTRTYE

H. SEX UNKNOWN

......... ....

2
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Southwestern
University108

931, AT GEORGETOWN, TXAS :

November 12, 1990

Dr. Celeste Ulrich
2210 W. 28th Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97405

Dear Dr. Ulrich,

Several months ago I spoke with you concerning Dr. Kathleen
Hildreth's instrument used in her 1979 dissertation entitled
Sexism in Elementary Physical Education Literature: A
Content Analysis. I was unable to locate her either by
phone or correspondence but would still like to use her
instrument in my study. The educational researchers at the
University of North Texas (where I am doing my doctoral
work) have indicated that a letter of permission from the
author would be preferrable but is not essential since it is
a published document.

The purpose of my letter is to first thank you for the
assistance that you have already provided and secondly to
ask for your assistance once more. In order to use Dr.
Hildreth's instrument, I will need to editorially adapted it
to deal with physical education textbooks in higher
education, and more specifically, textbooks dealing with
coaching and athletic administration. My doctoral committee
advisor would like a panel of experts to review the
instrument in order to provide "face validity". As the
advisor of the original dissertation, I thought that it
would be appropriate to ask for your review. I have
enclosed a copy of her original instrument and a copy of my
adaptation for your comparison. If you feel that it is
appropriate, I would appreciate it if you would send me a
letter stating that in your opinion the instrument has
maintained its validity. Please feel free to make any
recommendations regarding the instrument.

Again, I would like to thank you for your time and
assistance.

Sincerely,

Glada Munt
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology

encl.

Georgetown, Texas 78626
512-863-6511
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UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

December 4, 1990

Ms. Glada Munt
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology
Southwestern University
Georgetown, Texas 78626

Dear Ms. Munt,

I have reviewed your adaptation of the instrument used by
Kathleen Hildreth in her 1979 dissertation, SEXISM IN ELEMENTARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION LITERATURE: A CONTENT ANALYSIS. As I
told you by phone on December 1, 1990, 1 believe that the adaptation
is reasonable and that you will be able to utilize the instrument, for
your work.

I am sorry that you have been unable to reach Dr. Hildreth. I
am sure that she would agree with me that you should be able to
utilize the instrument and attain validity. Best wishes to you as you
move forward with your research.

Sincerely yours,

Celeste Ulridh
Professor and Dean Emerita

OLLEGE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE -EUGENE, OR 97403-1273 - (503) 346-4101 FAX* (503) 346-2841
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution committed to cultural diversity



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE/P. O. Box 413, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS (414) 2240
z DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN KINETICS

UKEE g ENDERIS HALL

November 20, 1990

Glada Munt
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology
Department of Kinesiology
Southwestern University
Georgetown, Texas 78626

Dear Ms. Munt:

I have reviewed your instrument for determining gender bias and believe it
has validity. It seems to be a logically constructed tool that provides
guidelines for coding a variety of references to gender. My only question
concerns the use of specific referents (to use your examples, Sally and
Mr. Smith). Here I assume you are speaking of fictional names used in
hypothetical examples, and it seems inconsistent to me not to code those
as well. If a textbook repeatedly uses fictional characters who are
designated as male (Mr. Smith, Mr. Jones, Mr. Williams, etc.), that
indicates a bias just as clearly as repeated use of masculine pronouns.
Or if a textbook labels all men "misters" and all women by their first
names (as in your examples), that also indicates a bias (a hierarchy of
naming).

Please feel free to contact me again. Your dissertation topic is very
important, and I wish you the best of luck in your research.

Sincerely yours,

Margaret CarlislCe'Duncan, Ph.D.
Assista t Professor
of Human fKinetics
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Texas Stayr
National Orga tion

fr07
Lewisville, TX 75067-2845

214/221-1705

December 10, 1990

Professor Glada Munt
Kinesiology Department
Southwestern University
Georgetown, Texas

FAX 512 863 1393

Dear Ms. Munt:

I have reviewed your adapted version of Dr. Kathleen Hildreth'sinstrument for use in determining gender bias in physical educationliterature. In my review of this document, I found it to be wellfocused and neutral in its approach toward gathering data withinthe textbook review process.
Coaching and athletic administration is considered quite thoroughly
in sections 7, j & 9. Your adapted version of Hildreth'sinstrument will serve as a valuable tool for examining gender biasin textbooks conce ning coaching and athletic administration.

If you do not mind, I would like to keep your work on file forfuture reference.,

Very trul ours,

J4ne E. Boyd

/Ktducation Task Force Chair
TXNOW

P.S. My apologies for the lateness of my reply.

P.01
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OREGON

STATE

UNIVERSITY

College of Education

Education Hall 308

Corvallis, Oregon

97331-3502

February 4, 1991

Glada Hunt
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology
Southwestern University
Georgetown, Texas 78626

Dear Glada:

Thank you for sending a copy of your Gender Bias in
Literature instrument for physical education
textbooks.

After reviewing the instrument it appears to have
validity and would be useful in determining an
imbalance in terms of gender.

I would recommend a detailed tally form of some sort
which must be devised in order to tabulate your data.

This topic is of great interest to me and I would
appreciate a copy of your dissertation abstract. Good
luck to you in completing your study and your advanced
degree.

Sincerely,

Gwyneth Britton
Professor of Reading Education

Telephone

503 -737-2272
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University
AT GEORGETOWN, TEXAS

November 16, 1990

Ms. Glada Munt
Department of Kinesiology
Southwestern University
Georgetown, TX 78626

Dear Glada:

As you requested, I have reviewed the coding categories and directions used by
Dr. Kathleen Hildreth in her content analysis of elementary physical education
materials. I certainly would agree that this instrument has face validity as
a measure of sexism or sex stereotypy in the contents of physical education
textbooks.

I have two suggestions, neither of which would increase the face validity of
the instrument, but both of which might provide for slightly more precision in
measuring the gender-related content. I heard both of these things discussed
last week when I attended the meetings of the North American Society for the
Sociology of Sport.

First, I would suggest that you consider revising the coding categories for
the bibliographic references. Specifically, there is considerable talk these
days about male senior authors and female junior authors in co-authored
papers. You could split category C (Male and Female) into two categories:
1) male and female authors, male author listed first; 2) male and female
author, female author listed first.

Second, you might expand the list of sex-stereotyped activities in the Other
People Pictures category. You could follow Eleanor Metheny's categories and
get a panel to agree upon activities that would fall in each category. Such a
procedure might be appropriate if you find in a pre-test or pilot study that a
very large percentage of the pictures fall in the female neutral or male
neutral categories.

Good luck with your research. It looks like a fascinating project, though I
know the content analysis itself will be tedious and time consuming. I look
forward to seeing your results.

Sincerely,

Dan C. Hilliard
Associate Professor
Department of Sociology

DCH:kb

1840
University at Maple * Mailing Address: P.O. Box 770 * Georgetown, Texas 78627-0770 1990
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INSITUTIONAL RESPONSE DATA

ADMINISTRATION COACHING
INSTITUTION RESPONDED COURSES BOOKS COURSES BOOKS

1. Abilene Christian University Yes 1 1 3 3
2. Angelo Sate University Yes 1 1 3 2
3. Austin College Yes 1 1 0 0
4. Baylor University Yes 0 0 7 6
5. Dallas Baptist University Yes 1 1 2 1
6. East Texas Baptist University Yes 0 0 2 2
7. East Texas State University Yes 1 1 3 0
8. Hardin-Simmons University Yes 0 0 3 4
9. Howard Payne University Yes 1 1 5 6
10. Huston-Tillotson College No N/A N/A N/A N/A
11. Lamar University No N/A N/A N/A N/A
12. Letourneau University Yes 1 1 0 0
13. Lubbock Christian University Yes 0 0 1 0
14. McMurray College Yes 0 0 3 3
15. Midwestern State University Yes 0 0 1 1
16. Pan American University Yes 0 0 3 3
17. Praire View A & M No N/A N/A N/A N/A
18. Rice University Yes 2 2 3 3
19. St. Edward's University Yes 2 1 1 1
20. St. Mary's University Yes 0 0 2 4
21. Sam Houston State University Yes 0 0 2 1
22. Schreiner College Yes 1 1 0 0
23. Southern Methodist University Yes 0 0 0 0
24. Southwest Texas State University Yes 0 0 1 0
25. Southwestern University Yes 0 0 2 2
26. Stephen F. Austin University Yes 0 0 2 2
27. Sul Ross State University Yes 1 1 2 1
28. Tarleton State University Yes 1 1 2 2
29. Texas A & I University No N/A N/A N/A N/A
30. Texas Christian University Yes 1 1 3 0
31. Texas Lutheran College Yes 1 1 3 1
32. Texas Southern University No N/A N/A N/A N/A
33. Texas Tech University Yes 1 1 0 0
34. Texas Wesleyan University Yes 1 1 1 1
35. Texas Woman's University Yes 0 0 1 0
36. University of Houston Yes 1 1 6 3
37. University of North Texas Yes 1 1 4 1
38. University of Texas, Austin Yes 0 0 3 3
39. University of Texas, Arlington Yes 1 0 3 3
40. University of Texas, El Paso Yes 0 0 3 0
41. University of Texas, Permian Basin Yes 0 0 1 0
42. University of Texas, San Antonio Yes 0 0 1 1
43. Wayland Baptist University Yes 1 1 4 2
44. West Texas State University Yes 0 0 1 0
45. Wiley College No N/A N/A N/A N/A

FORTY-FIVE INSTITUTIONS 88 62

115

39/45 = 86.6% 22 20 o
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CONTINGENCY TABLES - CATEGORY I
Administration Textbooks

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS CATEGORY

Category Units
Females
Males
Unknown

Female
Authors

16
11
0

Totals 27

Gender of Author(s)
Male

Authors

20
28
1

49

Joint
Authors

6
6
0

12

REFERENCES CATEGORY

Category Units
Female/Multiple Fem.
Male/Multiple Males
Male & Female
Organization/Assoc.
Unknown

Totals

Gender of Author(s)
Female

Authors

12
10
0
3

119

144

Male
Authors

15
208

3
384
918

1528

Joint
Authors

114
504
32
79
79

808

PRONOUN CATEGORY

Fema
Authc

24
56
79
16

Gender of Author(s)
ile Male Joint
rs Authors Authors

66
614

1213
462

175 2355

119

Totals

42
45
1

88

Totals

141
722
35

466
1116

2480

Category Units
Female Pronouns
Male Pronouns
Plural Pronouns
Gender Neutral

43
108
509
107

Totals

133
778

1801
585

Totals 767 3297
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GENERIC MAN CATEGORY

Category Units
Female Generic Man
Male Generic Man
Gender Neutral

Totals

Fema
Authc

0
3

166

169

Gender of Author(s)
le Male Joint
rs Authors Authors

0
37

1191

1228

0
12

648

660

STERTYVDpn SqETpwS CATEGRv~~~~~~J ~ ~ ~ z r1 .. 'L- A .E LF illJA .4 JAJJhDrill J JS~A

Category Units
Stereotyped
Non-stereotyped
Gender Neutral

Totals

Gender of Author(s)
Female Male Joint

Authors Authors Authors

7
60
6

73

103
448
90

641

33
118

8

159

ADMINISTRATOR DESCRIPTORS CATEGORY

Category Units
Female Administrators
Male Administrators
Gender Neutral

Totals

Fema
Authc

Gender of Author(s)
le Male Joint
rs

0
7
6

13

Authors

1
53

296

350

Authors

4
14

162

180

ADMINISTRATOR PICTURES CATEGORY

Category Units
Female Administrators
Male Administrators
Both Male & Female

Female
Authors

Gender of Author(s)
Male

Authors

2
3
0

Joint
Authors

4
6
0

s5 10

Totals

0
52

2005

2057

Totals

143
626
104

873

Totals

5
74

464

543

2
6
1

Totals

8
15
1

- ^ wb. Iftff " All &%^ %0&&%wFA. & b.0 -1

Totals 9 24
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PICTURES OF OTHER PEOPLE CATEGORY

Category Units
Female Stereotyped
Female Anti-Stereo.
Female Neutral
Male Stereotyped
Male Anti-Stereo.
Male Neutral
Both Male & Female
Gender Unknown

Fema
Authc

Gender of Authori
le Male
rs Authors

I
0

10
5
1
4
3
1

15
15
24
24
5

46
60
17

25 206

Joint
Authors

5
11
31
21
4

31
8

25

Totals

21
26
65
50
10
81
71
43

Totals 136 367



CONTINGENCY TABLES - CATEGORY II
Coaching Textbooks

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS CATEGORY

Category Units
Females
Males
Unknown

Female
Authors

19
7
1

Totals 27

Gender of Author(s)
Male Joint Organ./

Authors Authors Assoc.

35
59
3

97

20
34
2

56

0
0
0

0

REFERENCES CATEGORY

Category Units
Females/Mult.Fem.
Males/Mult.Males
Male & Female
Organ./Assoc.
Unknown

Totals

Gender of Author(s)
Female Male Joint Organ./

Authors Authors Authors Assoc.

6
19

1
6

21

53

14
150

9
114
138

425

10
32
3

32
217

294

0
0
0
0
0

0

Totals

30
201
13

152
376

772

PRONOUNS CATEGORY

Female
Authors

318
4

291
10

Gender of Author(s)
Male Joint Organ./

Authors Authors Assoc.

41
1114
876
143

32
91

448
139

0
6

30
29

Totals

391
1215
1645

321

623 2174 710

122

Totals

74
100

6

180

Category Units
Female Pronouns
Male Pronouns
Plural Pronouns
Gender Neutral

Totals 65 3572
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GENERIC MAN CATEGORY

Category Units
FemaleGeneric Man
Male Generic Man
Gender Neutral

Totals

Gender of Author(s)
Female Male Joint Organ./

Authors Authors Authors Assoc.

0
17
14

31

1
300
135

436

6
5

245

256

0
0

10

10

STEREOTYPED SENTENCES CATEGORY

Category Units
Stereotyped
Non-stereotyped
Gender Neutral

Totals

Female
Authors

6
18
2

26

Gender of Author(s)
Male Joint Organ./

Authors Authors Assoc.

233
60
7

300

21
169

5

195

2
7
0

9

COACH DESCRIPTORS CATEGORY

Category Units
Female
Male
Gender Neutral

Totals

Female
Authors

2
1

21

24

COACHES PICTURES CATEGORY

Female
Authors

Category Units
Female Coaches 0
Male Coaches 1
Both Male & Female 0

Gender of Author(s)
Male Joint Organ./

Authors Authors Assoc.

6
151
152

309

3
37

263

303

0
0
8

8

Gender of Author(s)
Male Joint Organ./

Authors Authors Assoc.

38
102

9

14
18

1

0
0
0

1 149 33 0 183

Totals

7
322
404

733

Totals

262
254
14

530

Totals

11
189
444

644

Totals

52
121
10

Totals
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PICTURES OF OTHER PEOPLE CATEGORY

Gender of Author(s)
Female Male Joint Organ./

Authors Authors Authors Assoc. Totals
Category Units
Female Stereotyped 0 6 16 0 22
Female Anti-Stere. 0 26 9 0 35
Female Neutral 43 53 43 1 140
Male Stereotyped 16 90 59 0 165
Male Anti-Stereo. 0 13 26 0 39
Male Neutral 134 296 120 1 551
Both Male & Female 7 6 20 0 33
Gender Unknown 1 22 4 0 27

Totals 201 512 297 2 1012
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